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ABSTRACT

This thesis covers research in the floor vibration field. Although lightweight steel 
framed constructions have been in focus, many results are applicable to floors in 
common and to some extent also to vibrations in general. Whether a floor is treated as 
“good” or “bad” by the occupants is an interaction of a) the dynamic properties of the 
floor and of b) human vibration perception. Both these factors are covered. 

Two steel framed floors were tested in laboratory condition with respect to its 
dynamic. Modal testing was used to obtain the modal parameters, i.e. natural 
frequencies, damping and mode shapes. Both floors were tested for numerous set-ups 
where for example the effect of different supports, top layers, ceiling joists and 
simulated partitions were investigated. For one of the floors, subjective opinions were 
collected for correlation with the measured data. 
The research in floor dynamics has lead to a creative new method that utilizes 
strategically positioned small pieces of visco-elastic material to increase the damping 
of the floor. It was found out that this economic and proportionally easy method 
significantly increases the damping for some specific type of modes.  

The human vibration sensitivity was tested in a new developed motion simulator 
system. Absolute threshold values for single sinusoidals were tested in the frequency 
range of 5-31.5 Hz. For validation of the test setup, the results were compared with 
data from other similar studies. The obtained thresholds for single frequencies agreed 
satisfactorily with previously reported results. More innovated tests were performed 
concerning multiple frequency signals of two to five discrete frequency components. 
The results show that a signal’s composition in terms of number of frequency 
components and their mutual amplitude relation significantly affect the subjective 
perception. Therefore, it can be argued that multiple natural frequencies of a floor 
should be considered when it comes to design rules. This is in opposition to many 
floor design criteria of today since these often rely upon the fundamental frequency 
only.  
A prediction model, where the acceptance is calculated as a function of the frequency 
weighted total acceleration amplitude in combination with the fundamental frequency 
is suggested. The presented model does take into account the presence of possible 
multiple response frequencies.
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1.  INTRODUCTION

1.1  Floor vibration 

Floor vibration is a topic that occupants, depending on their living condition, can be 
either very well aware about or they can also be totally unfamiliar with the 
phenomenon. Occupants living in houses where vibrating floors occur suffer from the 
relating annoyance while those who live where rigid “dead” floors exists do not even 
reflect about that floors might have bad vibration properties.  
Floor constructions in which potential vibration problem might occur are especially a) 
lightweight floors, and b) long span floor. With lightweight floors is typically meant a 
steel- or timber framed construction with single or double layer of boards upon and 
underneath the frame. Common examples of commonly used boards are plaster board, 
plywood and particle board. A homogenous concrete floor is the opposite – heavy 
weight -, and as an example of an intermediate case, often referred to as semi-heavy 
weight, serves the steel-composite floor. This is a construction with a steel framed 
floor but with a proportionally thin top layer of concrete added. Although no exact 
limit exists, light- and semi heavy weight floors are considered as long span floors if 
the span exceeds about 5m. A floor having shorter span is due to its limited length so 
stiff and high frequency inclined that vibration problems seldom occur. A combination 
of the two potential vibration risks, a lightweight long span floor, often needs 
extraordinary measures in order to become acceptable for its occupants.
The potential for vibration problems increases dramatically as the span increases and 
the floor’s natural frequencies are displaced towards lower frequencies. Even though 
widely spread, a short span floor might possess a fundamental frequency of about 15-
20 Hz, a long span lightweight floor of about 8-10 Hz, while a long span heavy weight 
floor could possess a fundamental frequency as low as just a few Hertz. As the natural 
frequencies are getting lower, the more likely it is that occupants should complain 
about vibration since humans are more sensitive to low frequencies compared to high. 
The ISO base curve [1] in Fig. 1 shows the sensitivity for sinusoidal vibration. It can 
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be seen that the sensitivity is at is maximum for frequencies between 4 and 8 Hz, after 
which it decreases as the frequency increases.
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Fig. 1 The ISO base curve shows the human vibration sensitivity expressed in terms of (root 
mean squared) acceleration as a function of a sinusoidal frequency. 

The source which induces the vibration to the floor might vary. Often it is referred to 
human induced vibration, i.e. human everyday activities, primarily walking but also 
running and jumping. Other vibration sources that might be found is road- and railway 
traffic as well as vibration from different kinds of installed machines, e.g. ventilation 
fans, washing machines etc. Human walking is often of special interest due to two 
reasons; a) It is often the most common vibration source that occur inside an occupied 
building – in any apartment or in any office, people do walk - and b) Walking is an 
activity which comprises a pace of about 1.6-2.4 Hz [2] where 2 Hz is normal fast 
walking along a corridor. The walking harmonics might then very well interfere with a 
natural frequency of the floor leading to amplitude magnification.  
Two different kinds of floor vibration can be sorted out; a) local deflection and b) 
resonant vibration. Local deflection appears when the induced force generates a local 
deflection in the direct vicinity of the occupant. It is a phenomenon often experienced 
by the active person only, although any occupant that is close enough may take notice. 
Local deflection is often a result of lack of stiffness and is typically to occur in 
lightweight constructions. It can however also be the case that as a pedestrian moves 
along the floor, local modes defined as local vibration or local resonant vibration are 
excited.
Resonant vibration is generally a result of lack of damping where the induced force 
generates a long lasting vibration of the floor that corresponds to a global mode. To 
make it more complicated, the floor vibration amplitude from global modes is for sure 
a function of position in the room. At a certain spot on the floor, the contribution from 
a specific mode is high if the spot coincide with an antinode but can on the other hand 
be neglected if the spot is near a nodal line. If a number of modes are simultaneously 
excited, the resulting vibration response in a specific spot in the room, is the 
summarised amplitude from each of the individual modes. 
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Since walking traffic might as well be a source to resonant vibration as to local 
deflection, the total vibration experienced will then be the sum of the resonant 
vibration and the local deflection.  
The damping plays an important role in any kind of vibration. The higher the damping 
the faster a transient response will decay. It was shown already in the sixties [3], in a 
study that invoked a semi-heavyweight floor, that damping is a main key in preventing 
floor vibration and that occupants will tolerate higher initial response if the damping is 
increased. Heavy weight floors have in general lower damping compared to lighter 
constructions and within the light weight group of floors, the steel framed floor often 
possesses lower damping than a timber ditto [4].

The parameters that influence the dynamics of a floor can be summarised as follows: 
Stiffness – The stiffness decides the springiness. The higher the stiffness the less 
deflection amplitude when a force is applied. A high stiffness is therefore always to 
prefer but since high stiffness is achieved by either increasing the existing physical 
dimension or using stronger material, it is a contradiction to low weight and to 
economy.
Damping – All materials have their own specific internal damping. But it is far 
more complicated since all joints, couplings, screws etc. affect the damping as 
well. It is extremely difficult to predict damping, illustrated by the fact that most 
FE-software's do not support calculation of internal damping. High damping is 
always favourable. 
Mass – Low mass is economically desirable since the supporting walls can then be 
made slimmer. Regarding floor vibration, it is favourable to have high mass, as the 
floor response due to an impact force then possesses lower amplitude.
Fundamental frequency – The experienced floor vibration is often assumed to be a 
result of the first natural frequency. A higher frequency is normally less annoying. 
The natural frequency depends on the stiffness and the mass and can be estimated 
according to equation (1) [5]. 
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E = modulus of elasticity 
Ix = moment of inertia, main direction 
Iy = moment of inertia, transverse direction 
m = weight of the floor (kg/m2)
l = span width
w = width of the floor 

The complexity of floor vibration is well illustrated by the fact that despite years of 
research and product development, no common standardised design rules exist but 
most countries have there own code. In order to handle the vibration problem it is 
absolutely necessary with reliable design criteria. As mentioned, the present situation 
is that no such widely accepted criterion exists and ISO has recently withdrawn their 
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previous recommendations in standard 2631-2: 1989 [1]. Vibration limits in buildings 
were there based upon a special base curve together with multiplying factors 
depending of the type of room. The withdrawal was motivated accordingly: Guidance 
values above which adverse comments due to building vibration could occur are not 
included any more since their possible range is too widespread to be reproduced in an 
International Standard [9]. In the present version of the actual standard 2631-2: 2003 
[9], ISO states that in order to propose a relevant design criterion more research in the 
field is needed; it is not possible to give guidance on acceptable magnitudes of 
vibration until more information has been collected. Hence, for the purpose of develop 
relevant design criteria and limit values of building vibration, ISO encourage 
researchers to collect proper data where not only the measured vibration is of interest 
but also side effects like resulting sound and visual impression.  

The kind of inquired data specified by ISO: 
Parameters related to the source 

o Total duration and nature of vibration (permanent, intermittent, day, 
night, etc.) 

Parameters related to measured vibration 
o Vibration measurement  /  Character of the vibration /  Exposure time 

Associated phenomena 
o Structure-borne noise / Airborne noise / Induced rattling / Visual effects 

The present situation in Sweden is that the building code BKR [6] does not give any 
strict rules but recommends that certain guidelines [7] are followed which are based 
upon one static criteria and one dynamic. The design was worked out by Ohlson [8], a 
criterion often criticised to be too generous. Floor vibration also seems to be an 
increasing problem since there is a tendency towards more slender constructions 
combined with increasing spans for flexibility, yielding floors that often are sensitive 
to dynamic forces. 

1.2  Objectives and methods

The overall objectives of the thesis concerns floor dynamics and subjective perception 
of floor vibration.

The objectives regarding dynamics properties are: 
- to prescribe the vibration properties of a couple of lightweight steel framed 

floors,
- to perform parametric studies regarding lightweight floors to see how the 

dynamics is affected as the construction is changed in different ways, 
- to understand the characteristics of resonant floor vibration and to present 

counter measures in order to minimize its vibration magnitude amplification, 
- to point out some of the steps that influences a floor’s dynamic as it goes from 

well defined laboratory condition to the installation inside a real building. 
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The objectives regarding subjective perceptions are: 
- to prescribe and verify the consequences when the floor response is categorised 

by multiple natural frequencies instead of only one, 
- to suggest a method that invokes multiple frequencies, from which, with 

knowledge of the floor’s natural frequencies and their amplitudes, can be 
predicted whether the floor will be accepted by occupants or not, 

- to contribute to the process of finding new design criteria, specified by ISO. 

An overall objective is: 
- to make the results regarding subjective perception applicable to other fields of 

vibration, not only concerning floors. 

Experimental modal analysis is the method used to determine the dynamic properties 
of the measured floors. For one of the floor, the measurements were complemented 
with subjective evaluations from ten test subjects.
A motion simulator is used to evaluate subjective vibration perception. The signal 
amplitude remains constant by the use of a multi channel PID regulator. Regression 
analysis is used as the statistic tool to determine the correlation between perceived 
annoyance and the tested parameters. 
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2.  DYNAMIC PROPERTIES

2.1  Lightweight floors 

The lightweight building technique as an alternative to more traditional constructions 
has shown an increasing interest. The technique possesses the advantage of high level 
of prefabrication leading to high quality, dry manufacturing process, accuracy to size 
and economy. A special field of application is to add extra floor plans to an existing 
tenement house which often is feasible due to the low weight. Such actions would 
have been impossible using heavy material without considerable changes in the 
supporting framework. 
Despite its benefits, the lightweight technique has not reached any great breakthrough 
when it comes to floor constructions in offices and residential buildings. This is 
particularly true for floors with span greater than about 4m. The major drawbacks of 
lightweight floors are their sound and vibration properties that, if they are not treated 
properly, will cause bad living comfort. A typical long span lightweight floor 
possesses low mass and bending stiffness combined with poor damping. The dynamics 
of the floor yields a low natural frequency that is easily excited by the harmonics of 
walking traffic, and due to the lack of damping resonant vibrations occur. Even if the 
damping should be sufficient, the low bending stiffness might cause problem in terms 
of deflection. Regarding sound insulation, lightweight floors in general perform worse 
in the low frequency region compared to heavier structures, both for impact- and 
airborne sound. 
One of the first papers dealing with the problem of vibration in lightweight floor 
constructions was published back in 1966 by [3], where it was established that 
transient vibrations induced by the occupants themselves was the main source of 
vibration and that transient vibrations are very hard to eliminate in contrast to the 
steady-state case. An important result from the study was that the main factor 
influencing the effect of vibration on humans was the damping. If the damping level 
could be at high level the annoyance was less compared to low damping even though 
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the same amount of energy was induced to the floor. Even though much knowledge 
has been developed since the sixties', the formulated problem is still of great interest. 

2.2  Dynamics of two tested floors 

Two steel framed floors have undergone extensive dynamic tests. Both floors are 
typical lightweight constructions although floor II, when concrete was used as top 
layer, should be considered as semi-heavy weight. The sections of the two floors 
denoted I and II are shown in Fig. 3. The main differences is found in the load bearing 
beams’ spacing which is 1.2m (double beams) and 0.6m (single beams) for floor I and 
II respectively and in the top layer as floor II was tested both for plaster boards and 
concrete while floor I was only tested with plaster boards. Both floors have in common 
a soft ceiling joist which result in a resilient suspension of the ceiling. The purpose of 
this mounting technique is to reduce vertical sound- and vibration transmission 
through the floor.

1. 13+13 mm Plasterboard 
2. 45 mm Profiled sheet metal 
3. 350mm 2xC-beams, t=2.5, c1200 
4. 95 mm Mineral wool 
5. 35 mm Ceiling joist c450 
6. 13+15 mm Plasterboard

1
2

3a
4
5

3b

6

1)   2x15mm plasterboard
       (or 50mm concrete)
2)   31mm profiled sheet metal 
       (18mm in case of concrete) 

Floor I

Floor II 3a) 350mm C-beam, t=2.0, c600 
3b) 354mm rim beam, t=2.0 
4)   25mm ceiling joist c400
5)   2x13mm plasterboard
6)   8x250x150mm tubular beam

Figure 3. Cross sections of the tested floors, floor I (upper) and floor II (lower).

Experimental modal analysis, which was the method for the dynamic tests, is an 
established technique to experimentally determine the dynamic of a structure. A 
pioneering work is found in a paper from 1947 [17] where a method that accurately
determines natural frequencies and damping was described. In the sixties, when the 
technique of electronic measurements and analysis rapidly grew, experimental modal
analysis made its breakthrough. To enable a modal testing some conditions of the 
structure must be fulfilled [18]: 
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The dynamic behaviour of the structure must be linear. 
The structure's dynamics must be time invariant. 
The structure's dynamics must be observable. 
The structure should obey Maxwell's reciprocity principle – the response at a point 
p caused by a force applied at the reference point q is equal to the response at the 
point q as a result of applying the same force in point p.

The basic idea is to measure frequency response functions (FRF:s) from one (or more) 
reference point to one (or more) response point, where the quantities often represent 
force and/or acceleration. Any FRF, Hpq( ), of a system can be expressed in the form 
of equation 2 [19]. 
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22                                                             (2) 

Xp = response at point p
Fq = force input at point q
r = mode index 
N = degrees of freedom 
rApq = modal constant, the relative displacement during  
          vibration in the rth  mode 

r
2 = eigenvalue of the rth mode 
 = angular frequency 

In the analysis phase, a curve-fitting algorithm is applied to find a mathematical model 
that match the measured data. Then from the model, the desired information of the 
structure is extracted in terms of the modal parameters: 1) Natural frequencies 2) 
Modal damping and 3) Mode shapes. Although the FRF is the most common function 
to use in the analysis, some algorithms are instead dealing with the time history. 
However, the final goal, to estimate the modal parameters, is exactly the same.
The process of modal testing of floor structures is specifically treated in [20-21]. Even 
though experimental modal analysis of a floor essentially does not differ from an 
analysis of any other structure, some special difficulties might appear. A large 
construction like a floor requires a certain amount of energy input to set the structure 
into vibration and to excite all the modes of interest. To make that possible, a 
relatively high input force might be needed which in turn can lead to non-linear 
phenomena.  A better way can then be to use simultaneous input forces that will 
distribute the energy more evenly into the floor. This special technique is denoted 
MIMO – multiple input, multiple output. Another difficulty appears when a heavily 
damped structure undergoes a modal test. Since the modal parameters are revealed 
from the response peaks the accuracy of the analysis can be questioned if the 
structure’s damping is so great that response peaks are hard to detect. That is 
particularly a problem that occurs in field measurements but more seldom in 
laboratory tests since the damping of lightweight floors then normally is significantly 
lower.
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In the actual floor tests, an electromagnetic shaker excited the floor while the response 
acceleration was measured in numerous spots equally distributed on the floor- and 
ceiling surface. The spatial average FRF was determined as the average of all the 
individual FRF:s, from the shaker to respective accelerometer, measured on the floor. 
The tests were all carried out in laboratory environment where each floor was tested 
for numerous setups. 

2.3  Measures to control floor vibration

Since lightweight floors show such a high tendency to produce annoying vibration, 
many researchers have been busy to find solutions that will reduce the vibration level. 
Several methods are found in the literature and a summary of some of the most 
interesting as well as some of the most commonly reported are here given. 

Tuned mass damper
The use of a tuned mass damper (TMD) is, judging from the numbers of scientific 
papers published in the field [10-12], a quite popular arrangement to mitigate 
vibration.  The damping device must be tuned by adjusting its mass and/or stiffness so 
that its eigen frequency is slightly lower than the natural frequency of the floor [13].  
Thereby, the kinetic energy of the floor, when oscillating as its natural frequency, is 
transmitted to the TMD where the energy can be dissipated. The damping unit is 
normally small compared to the main object, typically one or a few percents of the 
objects mass, but its oscillating amplitude is several times higher than the amplitude of 
the floor. The idea of a TMD is presented in Fig. 2. 

  MF

  KF CF

  KTMD CTMD

   y 

  MTMD

Fig. 2.  A tuned mass damper modelled as a two degree of freedom system with two rigid 
bodies representing the floor (F) and the damping device (TMD). The parameters KTMD, CTMD
and MTMD are crucial for the operation and must be carefully chosen. 

Active control
The field of active control continues to find new applications and nowadays 
experiments dealing with floor vibration are found. The active control is unique in the 
respect that it brings additional energy into the system. It can be shown that the control 
force is proportional to the velocity and that the control force adds damping to the 
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system [14]. The arrangement is reported as effective, with velocity amplitude 
reductions up to 70%.  

Semi-active tuned vibration absorber
As an intermediate of the two previous solutions the semi-active tuned vibration 
absorber (SA-TVA) was reported [13].  It is highly based on the TMD but with one 
major difference. The damper in this case works under a control unit and is able to 
change the damping force. The used control policy is "Displacement-Relative 
Velocity" which means that a sensor reads the displacement of the floor, which is 
compared with the relative velocity of the damper. If the product of the two quantities 
is positive the damper will act in level "high", and when the product is negative the 
damper acts in level "low", given that an "on-off" control system is used. The method 
is relatively new and even though simulations intimate an improvement related to the 
TMD, it must be argued that the SA-TVA holds the same disadvantages as the TMD.

Visco-elastic damper
Experimental results of visco-elastic dampers mounted between a floor and an 
adjacent construction have been presented [15]. Even though the device in some cases 
seems to be effective, the author claims that since the damper requires a coupling to a 
fix point like a foundation wall to perform well, its use is limited. If connected to more 
mobile parts, like lightweight partitions and external walls, the relative movement of 
the damper is too small. 

A majority of the presented methods are focused on increased damping since this often 
is the natural way to proceed. To considerably change the stiffness and/or mass of the 
floor is seldom appropriate; the lightweight idea as well as the economical limit will 
then be violated. The difficulty to develop satisfactory vibration reduction methods is 
emphasised by the fact that no such methods have reached a major breakthrough. The 
reasons are mainly that either does the intended method not restrain the vibrations 
enough or it is not economically justified. The discussed TMD and SA-TVA are both 
too sensitive. The active control is at the moment not a serious alternative due to its 
enormous cost and the fact that the technique to high extent is in the development 
stage, at least when it comes to floor vibration and the visco-elastic damper is very 
restricted in its use. In addition, common drawbacks of the existing methods are that 
they are often fairly complicated to install as well as they are not cost effective. With 
few exceptions, these methods are used as afterwards solutions and hence, are not 
designed in the first place to be a part of the construction. The need for alternative 
solutions is evident and an effective technique will probably increase the market of 
lightweight floors significantly.   

2.4  Damping of resonant vibration

For the type of floors that are equipped with a resiliently suspended ceiling, there is a 
considerable relative movement between the floor and ceiling, i.e. in the ceiling joists, 
when the floor oscillates at a natural frequency. This is particularly true for out of 
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phase modes where the upper floor oscillates out of phase to the ceiling. But there is 
also a relative movement of the ceiling joists in the case of in phase modes due to 
amplitude differences between floor and ceiling. If then a visco-elastic material in 
some way is added to the joists, an increment of damping might be achieved. Since 
visco-elastic materials need a certain motion in order to operate, it is questioned how 
the damping will be affected in these cases. A new damping device was developed in 
which the visco-elastic material Terostat 81  made of butyl rubber, normally used as 
self-adhering garter strap, was utilised. 
Initial experiments were performed to evaluate the use of a visco-elastic damper in 
conjunction with the ceiling joists used for floor I.  The experiments were conducted 
with a small-scale model that contains a 0.9x1.2 m2 piece of the resilient ceiling. It 
consists of two ceiling joists, 450 mm in between, together with two layers of 
plasterboard. The ceiling joists are then fastened to a steel/timber support frame, freely 
placed on the laboratory floor. Even though the frame does not act as a perfect 
grounder of the system, its motion should be considerably lower than the soft ceiling 
joists'. A shaker excited the structure with a random signal, 0-50 Hz, and the response 
was measured with accelerometers in six positions according to Fig. 4.

Fig.4. Outline of the experimental set-up showing the position of the shaker and the 
accelerometers (1-6). 

Two different ways of applying the visco-elastic material were investigated. In the first 
(1), the idea is to make use of the bending motion of the horizontal part of the joists.  
Locally, around the mounting screws, a piece of sheet metal with Terostat  in between 
is added and damping is thus introduced by shearing between the joist and the sheet 
metal. In the second case (2), the visco-elastic material should utilise the shearing 
force that appears if Terostat  is placed between the ceiling joist and an extra angle 
bar. Two angel bars are used for every ceiling joist, positioned at each end where the 
maximum deformation occurs. An outline of the two methods is shown in Fig. 5. 

Section A-A 

Section B-B 
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Fig. 5. Two ways of mounting the visco-elastic material. To the left it is operating by bending 
motion (1) and to the right by shearing motion (2). 

Both methods were tested for various amounts of Terostat  and method (1) also for 
various thickness of the extra sheet metal. The second method (2) was found to be the 
better one where the damping ratio reached a maximum of 9.4% which was about 
twice the damping of method (1). The reason is probably that the visco-elastic material 
in this case is exposed to a greater motion (velocity) than the bending technique.  The 
damping of the bare original construction, i.e. without any Terostat , was 1.0%. The 
behaviour is also well illustrated in Fig. 6 where the shearing method shows wide and 
low resonance peaks indicating high damping. Also the difference in stiffness, which 
yields different natural frequencies, is easily noticed for the selected experiments. 
More details of the small scale experiments are found in [22] 

Angle bar 
Terostat

-50.0

10.0

-40.0

-30.0

-20.0

-10.0

 0.0

 0.00  10.00 20.00 30.00Frequency(Hz)

Experiment no 

___ 1  Original 

___ 5 Method (1) 

____ 11 Method (2) 

 Frequency Hz 

Fig.6. Averaged frequency response function of the small scaled ceiling-joists system from six 
measured points from three different experimental conditions. 
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2.5 Laboratory vs. in situ measurements 

All experiments reported in this thesis are performed in laboratory environment. A 
great advantage is then that full control of the setup can be achieved. The result of a 
dynamic measurement of a floor is always a result of the floor properties in 
combination with its boundary condition. Since the floor interacts with the 
surroundings it is of importance to have a well defined experimental setup. In 
laboratory condition, it is possible o control the boundary conditions. To minimize the 
effect of the surroundings the floor should ideally be unaffected by its supporting walls 
which in practise means that the floor is put on rigid concrete supports or any other 
support with significantly higher stiffness than the floor so that the boundary condition 
is as close to “grounded” as possible. 
For in situ measurements, the exact boundary condition is often unknown. Due to 
complicated interactions with for example external and interior walls, the results must 
be treated as valid for that particular setup only and not as a result of the specific floor 
construction solely.
The results from controlled laboratory conditions can be remarkably different from in-
situ measurements where the floor is installed inside a real building. The natural 
frequencies can vary due to stiffness variation of the boundary conditions, mass 
loading from partitions etc. The damping is a parameter that often is significantly 
higher for the in-situ floor. A lightweight floor that in laboratory has a damping ratio 
of 1-2% can when installed in a real building increase to 10%. 
The test floor II was tested in laboratory to simulate some of the phenomena that occur 
when the floor is moved from the laboratory to the building. This was achieved by 
using line loads in form of timber beams which were put on the floor. The floor was 
tested when beams were located over the supports, at mid span, in the ¼-point in 
transverse direction and at the centre of the floor in main direction. Besides, the timber 
beams was mounted to the floor in different ways; a) lying freely with no mechanical 
connection, b) connected by screws to the sheet metal and c) connected by screw to the 
C-profiled beams.  

2.6  Results 

A selection of results from the dynamic measurements of the two floors is given 
below. A complete account of the obtained results is found in the appending papers I, 
II and V. 

Floor I was manufactured as a module system where various number of sections of 
1.2m width were joined together to form the complete floor. The actual configuration 
has four sections, i.e. a total width of 4.8m, where the span is 6.8m.The support is a 
mixture of concrete and timber. Two of the sections were resting on rigid concrete 
supports while the remaining two sections rested on somewhat softer timber support. 
No support at the long sides was used. The resulting average FRF in the low frequency 
region from both the original floor as from the floor equipped with the extra damper is 
shown in Fig. 7. The effect of the Terostat damper is seen as broader and fewer 
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frequency peaks. The mode shapes related to the first five natural frequencies are 
presented in Fig. 8 and the effect of the damper is found in Table 1. 

Frequency response function

-80.0

-56.0

-70.0

-60.0

 8.000 13.00 9.000  10.00  11.00  12.00
Frequency Hz

___ Original 

___ With extra damper 

Fig. 7. The effect of applying the Terostat  damper of a four-section floor, type I. 

               a) 8.4 Hz    b) 9.2 Hz          c) 9.9 Hz 

d) 10.4 Hz             e) 11.7 Hz 
Fig. 8. The fist five mode shapes of the four-section floor, type I. For these modes, the ceiling 
oscillates in phase to the floor surface.

Table 1. Comparison of the five lowest natural frequencies between original floor type I 
versus floor equipped with the extra damper.

Mode type 1st bending Transverse
(1)

Transverse 
(2)

Transverse 
(3)

Transverse 
(4)

F (Hz)  (%) F (Hz)  (%) F (Hz)  (%) F (Hz)  (%) F (Hz)  (%) 
Original floor 8.4 1.5 9.2 0.9 9.9 1.0 10.4 1.3 11.7 1.1
Floor with Terostat 8.6 1.9 9.6 1.8 10.4 2.1  10.9 - 12.3 2.3
Increased damp. ratio 0.4 0.9 1.1 - 1.2

Floor II had a width of 3.6m and the span was 6.0m. The floor rested on concrete 
support but no supports were used for the long sides. When plaster board was used as 
top layer, the floor possesses a fundamental frequency of 10.1 Hz while the first 
torsion mode appears at 13.6 Hz, Fig. 9. The position of the timber beams to simulate 
the effect of partitions (2-4) and of walls (1a-1b) is seen in Fig. 10. Each beam has an 
estimated weight of 215 kg. The various ways of mechanical connection of the beams 
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to the floor is shown in Fig. 11. In Fig. 12, the averaged floor FRF:s are shown for 
different combinations of simulated partitions when timber beams in transverse 
direction were mechanically connected to the sheet metal. The fundamental frequency 
is almost unaffected but the torsion mode decreases up to 1.5 Hz due to the mass 
loading.  If instead, the line load is put at the centre along the main direction, the 
stiffness gain for the fundamental mode leads to a 0.3 Hz increment whereas the 
torsion mode is unaffected.  

Floor surface 

      a) 10.1 Hz        b) 13.6 Hz 
Ceiling surface

Figure 9. Mode shapes of the a) fundamental frequency and b) first torsion mode, floor type 
II.

4
1a 2 3 1b

Figure 10. Placement of the line loads in terms of timber beams. 1a) and 1b) over the 
supports, 2) ½-point transverse 3) ¼-point transverse and 4) centre main.

Timber beam Screw to sheet metal

Screw to C-beam

Figure 11. Mounting of the complete timber beam to the floor.

The effect of various mounting technique for the case of a beam mounted across the 
centre of the floor is presented in Fig. 13. The effect is most evident for the torsion 
mode where the frequency increases by 0.3 Hz when the beam I screwed to the sheet 
metal compared to no mechanical connection at all and by 0.4 Hz as the timber beam
is connected to the C-beams. When the mass load was put above the supports (1a-1b), 
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the fundamental frequency increased form 10.1 Hz to 10.7 Hz. This can be explained 
by the boundary condition taking a step towards the clamped case.
A remark is that the added line loads do not result in higher damping for the first 
modes. For modes of higher order, >15 Hz, the result is harder to interpret. Numerous 
modes appear frequency shifted whereas some mode shapes do not occur in one setup 
compared to another. However, the effect of damping is small. 

-70.0

-30.0

-60.0

-50.0

-40.0

 8.000  20.00 12.00  16.00
Frequency (Hz)

Original 

Line load ½, across, 
mounted to sheet metal 

Line load ¼, across, 
mounted to sheet metal 

Line loads ½ and ¼, across, 
mounted to sheet metal

Figure 12. FRF:s that show the effect of adding line loads to the floor in transverse direction, 
in ½-point (———), in ¼-point (—··) and ½- and ¼-points simultaneously (-----). Reference 
case (———) for comparison.

-70.0

-30.0

-60.0

-50.0

-40.0

 8.000  20.00 12.00  16.00Frequency (Hz)

Original

Line load ½, across, no 
mechanical connection 

Line load ½, across, 
mounted to sheet metal 

Line load ½, across, 
mounted to C-beams 

Figure 13. FRF:s that show the effect of different degree of mechanical connection of the 
timber beam to the floor structure in the case of a transverse centre line load. No connection 
(———), mounting screws to sheet metal (—··) and mounting screws to C-beams (-----). 
Reference case (———) for comparison. 
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3.  SUBJECTIVE PERCEPTION

3.1  Design criteria 

One major research area on lightweight floors is about design criteria. The problem 
has been treated and debated through many years but no final method has so far been 
presented. The problem of finding a standardised vibration criterion is mainly due to 
its complexity. Many factors determine the experiences of vibration. Properties of the 
floor like natural frequencies, deflection and damping are important parameters as well 
as the kind of vibration and magnitude of the responding acceleration. More human-
related parameters are; type of room and type of building (apartment, office, public 
place etc.), position (standing, lying, etc.), humour, vibration of other nearby objects 
and the existence of sound generated by the vibration. It has also been reported [23], 
that when people occupy a floor, the new system (floor-human-furniture) adds a lot of 
damping compared to the case with a bare floor. 
Many authors have proposed guidelines in order to judge floor acceptability. Many 
methods use static criteria that mainly are used to design heavy floors. Most 
researchers claim that a dynamic criterion must be added in order to get reliable results 
when dealing with lightweight floors [5] .Other criteria are based upon parameters like 
static deflection [24], peak acceleration due to walking [25], rms-acceleration 
combined with fundamental frequency [26], frequency weight vibration dose value 
[27], deflection combined with fundamental frequency [28] and acceleration in 
combination with deflection and slope [29]. An acceleration criterion for low-
frequency floors and a deflection criterion for high frequency floors, where the 
frequency limit is 9 Hz, are proposed in a recent report [30].  
An important aspect in predicting the response of a floor due to walking traffic is the 
loading function of the induced force.  A common way of modelling the generating 
force F(t) (ISO 10137 [31]) is: 

,                  (3) 
m

n
nn fntWtF

1
2sin1)(
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where W is the person’s weight,  is the normalised Fourier coefficient of each 
harmonic n, f is the step frequency,  is the phase and m is the total number of 
harmonics included in the model.
Earlier studies [32] have proclaimed that harmonics of the step frequency up to third or 
fourth order are relevant, but just a couple of years ago it was shown [33] that 
harmonics up to the eighth order (i.e. 16 Hz with a walking pace of 2 Hz) are as well 
as important. In that case, existing design methods might need development.  
Some researchers maintain that not only the fundamental frequency of a floor, but also 
additional natural frequencies are of importance for the experienced vibration. Despite 
that, neither do the design rules of today nor the ISO vibration sensitivity curves take 
into account these additional frequencies and it has not been clarified to what extent 
they affect the perceived vibrations. 

3.2  Motion simulator 

A motion simulator developed at LTU was used throughout the following subjective 
evaluations. The simulator is built up around an electromagnetic shaker installed into a 
special made steel frame. A light, but proportionately stiff wooden plate (in order to 
avoid resonance frequencies within the typical range of floor vibration), rests on the 
foundation’s four corners, with cellular polyetherurethane dampers in between. The 
shaker is connected to the centre of the wooden plate by a steel rod. A wooden chair 
for the test person to sit on completes the arrangement which can be seen in Fig. 14.  

Figure 14. The motion simulator used in the experiments. 

For the actual type of arrangement it is important to verify that the vibration response 
of the plate and of the chair is not different from the original signal entering the 
system. This could be the case if the background level is too high or if resonances 
occur in the system. A number of tests were therefore initially performed to make sure 
that the experimental setup worked satisfactorily. The background vibration level, the 
FRF between the plate and the chair and the transmissibility from the main vertical 
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direction to the two orthogonal horizontal directions were all measured and analysed 
without any remarks.
The input signal to the simulator was generated by a signal generator and a PID 
regulator was used to make sure that the desired vibration amplitude measured 
underneath the chair’s sitting pane remained at constant level.  

3.3  Experimental design

All accomplished experiments were performed with frequencies and amplitudes 
typical to those that might occur in lightweight floors. 
The first test is about vibration threshold for sinusoidal frequencies from 5 to 31.5 Hz. 
The threshold value is defined as the lowest vibration magnitude that the test subject 
can detect. Seven test subjects took part in the experiment. The aim was primarily to 
compare the results with those obtained from other studies to verify the reliability of 
the testing procedure and setup. 
In the second experiment, the threshold value of a sinusoidal in presence of another
discrete frequency of fixed amplitude, the base frequency, was tested. The base 
frequency was set to 8 Hz and three different fixed levels were used. The test 
frequency varied from 10 to 25 Hz and six test subjects took part in the experiment. 
The aim was to see to what extent the existence of a single frequency signal can 
influence the threshold of an added second frequency. 
Experiment number three could be seen as a continuation of the second. Here, the 
annoyance of dual frequency signals was tested. The annoyance was assessed using an 
11-poins scale ranging from not at all annoying (0) to extremely annoying (1). The 
base frequency was always set to 8 Hz, 35 mm/s2 rms. The second frequency varied 
among five frequencies between 10 to 25 Hz and the amplitude was within 7 to 35 
mm/s2. The argument for the choice of base frequency is that 8 Hz is a typical 
fundamental floor frequency and it is also the lowest permissible natural frequency in 
many design guides. The amplitude 35mm/s2 is relevant for two reasons; it is the 
highest allowable vibration amplitude in the standard of AISC [34] regarding home 
and offices and it should be at adequate level – not too high causing major discomfort 
and not too low causing perception difficulties. A compilation of the 26 tests signals is 
seen in Table 2. Fifteen test subjects took part in the experiment. The aim was to see to 
what extent the annoyance from typical floor vibration was affected when a second 
frequency component was added to a sinusoidal ditto. 
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Table 2. The 26 test signals, each of them comprising two frequency components (except 
signal No. 1). 

Signal
No. 

Frequency 
(Hz) 

Amplitude 
(mm/s2)

Signal
No. 

Frequency 
(Hz) 

Amplitude 
(mm/s2)

Signal
No. 

Frequency 
(Hz) 

Amplitude 
(mm/s2)

8 35 8 35 8 35
1 - - 10 12.5 28 19 20 21

8 35 8 35 8 35
2 10 7 11 12.5 35 20 20 28

8 35 8 35 8 35
3 10 14 12 17 7 21 20 35

8 35 8 35 8 35
4 10 21 13 17 14 22 25 7

8 35 8 35 8 35
5 10 28 14 17 21 23 25 14

8 35 8 35 8 35
6 10 35 15 17 28 24 25 21

8 35 8 35 8 35
7 12.5 7 16 17 35 25 25 28

8 35 8 35 8 35
8 12.5 14 17 20 7 26 25 35

8 35 8 35
9 12.5 21 18 20 14

The fourth experiment is a further development of experiment number three but here 
not only signals containing two but up to five discrete frequency components were 
tested. Besides rating the annoyance, the test subjects did also judge whether the 
vibration, if assumed to be representative of a new living room floor, would be 
acceptable or not. The annoyance was assessed by the same11-point scale mentioned 
previously and the acceptance was assessed by either no – not acceptable (0) or yes – 
acceptable (1). In total, 44 test signals were used where the number of discrete 
frequencies was either two, three or five according to Table 3. The signals of five 
frequency components, were the calculated walking response from two setups of floor 
I. The vibration response was calculated by equation 4 where the measured average 
FRF was taken as the dynamic floor properties and equation 3 with eight harmonics as 
the input force. 

    VIBRATION RESPONSE = DYNAMIC FLOOR PROPERTIES * INPUT FORCE.           (4) 

The remaining signals constituted by a mixture of frequencies between 8 and 17 Hz 
where respective amplitude was set either as “high” (28 mm/s2) or “low” (14 mm/s2).
Fifteen test subjects took part in the experiment. The aim was to further investigate the 
importance of multi frequency signals related to floor vibration annoyance and 
acceptance.
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Table 3. The 44 signals used for testing. H=high level  28 mm/s2, L=low level 14 mm/s2.
Figures in mm/s2rms.
# Freq comp Signal no. 8 Hz 10 Hz 12 Hz 14 Hz 16/17* Hz 

1 H
2 L
3 H
4 L 
5 H
6 L 
7 H
8 L 
9 H

1

10 L 
11 H L
12 H L 
13 H L
14 H L* 
15 L L
16 L L
17 L L
18 L L* 
19 H L
20 H L 
21 H L
22 H L 
23 H L

2

24 H L 
25 H L L
26 H L L
27 H L L* 
28 H L H
29 H L H
30 H L H*
31 L L L
32 L L L
33 L L L* 
34 L L H
35 L L H
36 L L H* 
37 H L L
38 H L L
39 H L H
40 H L H
41 H L L

3

42 H L H
43 2 20 3 28 185
44 3 13 11 28 10

3.4  Results

A selection of results form the subjective perception experiments are given below. A 
complete account of the obtained results is found in the appending papers III and IV. 

The averaged threshold values of pure sinusoidals are presented in comparison to the 
ISO base curve in Fig. 15. The obtained levels are somewhat higher than the ISO 
curve which is in accordance with other studies [35-36]. It is therefore assumed that 
the experimental equipment and testing procedure are reliable and that the results from 
the forthcoming studies can be treated with confidence. 
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Figure 15. Means of threshold values from the present study compared with ISO base curve. 

The averaged threshold values in presence of an 8 Hz base frequency at different 
amplitudes are shown in Fig. 16. Subjects tend to be highly sensitive as the test 
frequency gets close to the base frequency while the base frequency to some extent 
masks the sensation as the test frequency increases. This is well illustrated by the 
threshold of the 10 Hz signal which is even lower in conjunction with the base 
frequency than when it was played alone. The thresholds of the other test frequencies 
are significantly higher. 
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Figure 16. Mean threshold values in the presence of a base frequency of 8 Hz at three 
different amplitudes together with threshold values from single frequencies as comparison. 

The annoyance of dual frequency signals, all with a base frequency of 8 Hz, 35 mm/s2

is presented in Fig.17. It is evident that the annoyance increases as the second 
frequency component’s amplitude increases. It can also be seen that the closer to the 
base frequency the second component gets, the more does the annoyance increase. 
Based upon the achieved results, an expression of the annoyance as a function of 
frequency and amplitude was established by using multiple regression analysis, see 
equation 5. 

affafAnnoyance 0500.000435.0213.001.7),( 2                   (5) 
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Figure 17. Averaged annoyance rating. The single point to the left is the base frequency only, 
8Hz (signal No. 1). The next group consists of the signals 8 + 10 Hz (signals No. 2-6) and 
after that follows 8 + 12.5 Hz (signals No. 7-11), 8 + 17 Hz etc. The amplitudes of the second 
frequency component are 0 (*), 7(x), 14(o), 21( ), 28( ) and 35( ) mm/s2.

From the experiments of multiple – up to five – frequencies, the following conclusions 
were drawn: 
1) As the vibration amplitude increases the annoyance increases and the acceptance 
decreases.
2) In general, when the vibration frequencies increase but the amplitude remains 
constant, the annoyance decreases and the acceptance increases. 
3) The perception depends on the vibration’s composition in terms of number of 
frequency components and their frequency separation. 
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Figure 18. Annoyance from signals built up of two frequencies (high+low level), all with 2 Hz 
separation.

The second statement is however not always valid. As was seen from the previous 
experiments, subjects are more sensitive to low frequency vibration, i.e. a signal 
combination of 14+16 Hz should be assessed as less annoying compared to a 12+14 
Hz signal which in turn should be assessed as less annoying than an 8+10 Hz signal. 
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Figure 18 reveals that this common “truth” is not always the truth when dual frequency 
signals are concerned. The annoyance of the four signal combinations are all about the 
same and the explanation to that is the beating effect. For all the actual signals there is 
a beating frequency of 2 Hz present which apparently dominates the two individual 
frequencies of each signal. 

Acceptance prediction model 
The results from the fourth experiment above were used to find a prediction model for 
floor acceptance in respect of vibration. ISO [9] presents a frequency weighting 
method applicable to multi frequency signals where the total weighted acceleration 
amplitude aw is calculated according to equation 6, 

i
imiw awa 2                   (6) 

      
where wmi is the frequency dependent weighting factor for the i:th frequency 
component and ai is the corresponding rms-acceleration. Regression analysis was 
performed in order to see whether it is appropriate to explain the perceived annoyance 
with the weighted acceleration as the only parameter. It was then found that when the 
annoyance was predicted with a general model structure according to equation 7, 
where a and b are the regression coefficients, the R2 adjusted was 94% for single 
frequency signals. For dual frequency signals the R2 adjusted was 74% and in case of 
three frequency components; 76%. Thus, the ISO frequency weighting method does 
not handle cases of limited multiple discrete frequencies as well as it does for single 
sinusoidals.  

amplitudeWeightedbaAnnoyance                 (7) 

The level of R2 adjusted increased to 85% as another parameter, the fundamental 
frequency, was added to the model. All signals of two or more frequency components 
were then treated together. 
Since both the annoyance and acceptance was used as evaluation parameters, a relation 
between the two quantities could be established, see equation 8. 

AnnoyanceAcceptance 16.013.1                   (8) 

Finally, all results and established relations were used to form the floor vibration 
prediction model below. With knowledge of the actual floor’s weighted walking 
response (or response from other sources if appropriate), the corresponding annoyance 
is calculated on an 11-point scale ranging from zero to ten. The model takes into 
account whether the floor response is of single or multiple frequency type and for the 
latter case, the fundamental frequency must be known. The floor is assumed to be 
acceptable if the calculated annoyance is lower or equal to four which corresponds to 
an appropriate acceptance level of 50% [2]. The model is valid for all kinds of floor 
constructions as long as vibrations in home- and office environment are concerned. It 
is applicable for frequencies that might be induced by walking, i.e. up to about 20 Hz.  
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Floor vibration prediction model:

Sinusoidal case: 
amplitudetotalWeightedAnnoyance   39.026.1

Multiple frequency case: 
frequencylFundamentaamplitudetotalWeightedAnnoyance 24.0  43.017.3

      Where amplitude is given in mm/s2 rms and frequency in Hz. 
      Frequency weighting, Wm, according to ISO 2631-2 2003.   

Interpretation:  If Annoyance  4, the floor is acceptable 
  If Annoyance > 4, the floor is unacceptable 
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4.  DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The research presented in this thesis has demonstrated the complexity of floor 
vibration, both when it comes to reduction of vibration levels as when it comes to 
human perception.  

To change the vibration properties of a floor, either the stiffness, the mass or the 
damping must be changed. To change the mass and/or the stiffness of an existing floor 
is not often adequate since it requires too major modifications in order to be justifiable, 
not the least for economical reason. Methods that increase the damping have proved to 
be applicable and the lack of damping is often the main reason to resonant vibration. 
The developed damper that utilises pieces of strategically positioned visco-elastic 
material could be an alternative method. In contradiction to other existing methods it is 
very competitive in economy, it is unsusceptible to moderate variation in terms of 
natural frequency and due to its simplicity it can very well be included in series 
production. However, in order to achieve any affect of the fundamental mode, the 
coupling between floor and ceiling, i.e. the ceiling joist, has to be soft.  Since the 
device is dependent on a relative motion, the only way it can handle in-phase modes 
(the floor relative the ceiling) is to make sure that there is a sufficient amplitude 
difference between floor and ceiling. The presented method should be applicable not 
only to the specific floor used for testing but to all lightweight floors of similar 
construction including a resilient ceiling. If the improvement is enough to reassess a 
floor from "bad" to "good" is a delicate question without any given answer. The 
damper needs to be tested on floors inside real buildings to prescribe its true 
effectiveness in field. The suggestion is that floors can be found where the solution 
might be enough but in more general cases, it is reasonable to believe that the damper 
can contribute, in conjunction with other measures, to solve or reduce vibration 
problems. 
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A common method in designing floors with respect to vibration is to consider the 
fundamental frequency or, as a much the same alternative, the span in combination 
with static deflection. These methods are adequate for floors having a distinct first 
natural frequency separated from the second ditto with a margin large enough to 
ensure that the latter is not excited by walking traffic (or by any other activity that 
occurs on regular basis for the actual floor). Floors that possess a number of natural 
frequencies within relevant frequency range need extra consideration due to the 
beating effect. It was shown that even a relatively small response from an added 
second frequency component might change the perception significantly and it was also 
shown that this effect is especially cumbersome when the added component lies close 
in frequency to the original component. It is therefore to recommend that any floor 
construction that possesses a second strong natural frequency close to the fundamental 
ditto should be avoided. The exact definition of close has not yet been established but 
the results indicate a frequency separation of about 3 Hz, Fig 16. Further, it was stated 
that the ISO frequency weighting does not work equally well for combined signals of 
two or three frequency components as it does for one single component.  
As human perception is concerned, the importance of the number of natural 
frequencies in the range of walking response has been in focus. Other parameters that 
indeed are of great importance for the summed experience of floor vibration and which 
all are potential parameters in any design code are for example damping, springiness 
(deflection) and specific localisation in the room. A fundamental problem for all 
design guides is the balance of the amount of input data and calculating procedure on 
one hand versus the accuracy on the other. Any design criterion must not be too 
tedious since the engineers then might reject it. But although the requirement of 
simplicity, it should not be obtained at the expense of the accuracy.  

Future work, dynamic properties

If the visco-elastic damper will be used on the market, its effect when applied to 
floors in real buildings must be evaluated. Also studies regarding subjective 
evaluations of the damper’s effect are of great importance.   
As an effect of the visco-elastic damper, the sound transmission will be more 
efficient as the stiffness of the ceiling joist will increase. The degree of 
transmission gain should be evaluated. 
Other inventions that are efficient, both technically and economically, in the 
improvement of floor vibration will be appreciated and well worth to focus on. 
The interaction between different parts of the building is a highly complex topic. It 
certainly affects the floor vibration and the work in order to become successful in 
the demanding task to construct a "true" lightweight building with high living 
comfort. This concerns not only the comfort of vibration but also of sound. 
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Future wok, subjective perception

Further controlled experiments with a motion simulator with increased number of 
frequency combinations. The frequency range, signal amplitudes and frequency 
separations should be extended. The human response to multi frequency vibration 
will then be further clarified and a definition of close frequency components might 
be achieved. 
It is necessary to study the perception from true walking response – not only 
idealised with well defined discrete frequency components. This can be achieved 
either by subjective test on relevant floors or by a motion simulator where the 
recorded vibration signals from real floors can be used as excitation signal to the 
simulator.
To establish the importance of multiple frequency response, a number of field tests 
of floor possessing the actual dynamic properties must be carried out. 
A comprehensive study where the significance of “all” parameters that contributes 
to the perception of floor vibration is prescribed. Then it is easier to assess which 
parameters to invoke in future design rules. 
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Abstract

Floor vibrations annoying to humans often occur in lightweight constructions. A number

of methods to solve the problem of resonant vibrations are reported in the literature. Tuned
mass damper, semi-active tuned vibration absorber and active control system are all examples
of existing methods. A new method has been tested in laboratory environment on a pre-
fabricated floor containing a resilient ceiling with a size up to 6.8�4.8 m2. The method takes

advantage of small pieces of visco-elastic material connected between the ceiling joists and the
primary beams. A finite element model is used to calculate the correct amount of visco-elastic
material. The new damper is especially effective in damping mode shapes where the ceiling

oscillates out of phase relative to the floor but shows improvements for other mode shapes as
well. # 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Annoying floor vibrations in dwellings and offices due to human activities is a well
known phenomenon. When people walk, run or jump they induce energy into the
floor that leads to vibrations often treated as annoying by the occupants. The
problem of lightweight floor vibrations seems to be an increasing problem as the
constructions are being refined. With better computer analysis and higher-strength
materials the constructions tend to be more slender which often result in floors that
are sensitive to dynamic forces. Lightweight steel constructions are particularly
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affected since they are both lighter and have less damping compared to similar wood
floors, Kraus et al. [1].
It can be argued that floors having a low resonance frequency should be avoided

for at least two reasons. Human activities (walk, run, and jump) comprise a fre-
quency range of 0–3.5 Hz [2]. Harmonics of the step frequency must be considered,
and according to Bachman et al. [3] composite floors with a fundamental natural
frequency less than about 7–8 Hz should be avoided in order to prevent annoying
vibrations. The other important fact is that humans react adversely to frequencies
between 5 and 8 Hz because several internal human organs have their natural fre-
quency in that range.
Floor vibrations are normally a result of one, or both, of 1) resonant vibrations

and 2) local flexibility. The first one, which is on focus in this paper, is an effect of
lightly damped structures that easily gets into long lasting vibration. The second is
often induced by walking traffic, or other human activity, and is disturbing primarily
when the deflection itself is noticeable and secondary when surrounding items like
cups and pot plants begin to vibrate, Talja et al. [4–6]. Combinations of the two groups
occur, e.g. when a lightly damped floor exposed to walking gets into resonance.
So, how to reduce resonant vibrations and thereby get a lightweight floor with

higher comfort? Generally speaking, there are three dynamic factors that can be
influenced; stiffness, mass and damping. The stiffness is crucial for the deflection
and, combined with the mass, also for the feeling of springiness. The amount of
damping in the construction determines how fast a transient response will end and
can be as well as important considering the human comfort. Changing the stiffness
and mass is probably the easiest way to go and by making the beams higher and
using thicker material improvements are achieved. On the other hand, such an
action will undoubtedly extend the costs and generate a higher and heavier con-
struction that will reduce the benefits of lightweight building technique. If the
damping can be increased there is a gain in comfort for the occupants and according
to Lenzen [7], damping and mass are the most important factors in preventing floor
vibrations. It is also well known that occupants can tolerate larger deflections if the
corresponding vibration is more damped.

2. Existing methods to reduce resonant vibrations

Focusing on reduced resonant vibrations, a number of methods are presented in
the literature. A summary of the most common and interesting methods is given
below. The use of a tuned mass damper (TMD) is treated by a lot of authors. Shope
et al. [8], Velivasakis et al. [9] and Setareh et al. [10] have all reported the use of
TMD’s. A TMD can be modelled as in Fig. 1.
The additional mass is tuned so that its natural frequency is slightly lower than the

natural frequency of the floor. When the floor is oscillating at its resonance fre-
quency the energy is transmitted to the TMD where it is dissipated. The dissipation is
possible due to the absorbency from the damping element, usually some kind of visco-
elastic material. Looking in Fig. 2 at the effect of the modelled TMD in a frequency
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response spectrum, the resonance peak of the floor is transferred into two different
peaks with lower amplitude and higher damping.
Although TMD’s have been proved to be very effective in reducing resonant

vibrations the technique has several disadvantages. One mass damper can only
damp one mode of vibration. If two resonant modes are to be reduced then two
different dampers are needed, etc. The device should be located where respective
mode has its maximum deflection. It is absolutely vital that the TMD is correctly
tuned, since it is very sensitive to discrepancies in frequency. It is difficult to produce

Fig. 1. A tuned mass damper modelled as a two degree of freedom system with two rigid bodies repre-

senting the floor (F) and the damping device (TMD). The parameters KTMD, CTMD and MTMD are crucial

for the operation and must be carefully chosen.

Fig. 2. The effect of introducing a tuned mass damper (thin line) to a single degree of freedom system

(thick line). The sharp resonance peak has been transformed to two more soft ones.
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tuned mass dampers in mass production since the dynamic properties of each indi-
vidual floor have to be measured carefully before the TMD can be manufactured.
The reported use of TMD’s has been limited to existing buildings with severe
vibration problems that probably were underestimated in the construction phase. It
is worth mentioning that even an originally correctly tuned TMD can cause pro-
blems. If the frequency of the floor for some reason is changed, for instance due to
change in loading, the vibration response can be even worse than it is without the
TMD. Nevertheless, essential improvements have been reached although the
method is very expensive.
Howard et al. [11] have described a kind of modified TMD called semi-active

tuned vibration absorber (SA-TVA). The major difference compared to the TMD is
that a controllable fluid damper, capable to rapidly change the damping force, con-
trols the damping device of the SA-TVA. The simplest control is of on-off type, i.e.
high or low damping, where a control unit considering displacement of the floor and
relative velocity of the damper decides which level to be used. No buildings using
SA-TVA is known to the authors but according to simulations performed by
Howard, the floor vibrations are further reduced compared to the TMD.
Another way of controlling floor vibrations is the use of an active control system.

A difference between active and passive (like the TMD) controls is that the former
brings additional energy into the system. Hanagan et al. [12] describes the action of
an active control system, where a shaker induced force controlled by a computer is
allowed to work on the floor system. The device has been tested in experimental
applications using an electromagnetic shaker to generate the control force. Velocity
amplitude reductions of about 70% have been reported. However, even if the device
is effective it is far too expensive.
Another device containing a visco-elastic damper installed between the floor and a

foundation wall was reported by Eriksson [13]. The conclusion was that such a
design can improve the floor vibrations effectively, but a major drawback seems to
be its need for a rigid foundation wall. If the damper is connected to other parts of
the structure the coupling gets too week which unable the damper to work properly.
Moiseev [14] has for a steel composite floor with a top layer of concrete added an

extra layer of concrete in which a visco-elastic admixture to some extent replaces the
water. The damping ratio of the fundamental frequency is measured in two different
buildings equipped with the ‘‘visco-elastic concrete’’. In both cases, the damping
ratio is about doubled.
The disadvantages of existing methods indicate a need for alternative solutions.

3. The tested floor

The floor (Fig. 3) is originally built in a quite traditional way with load-bearing
beams of C-profile (3) in the main direction. On top of these a 45 mm profiled sheet
metal (2) and two layers of plasterboard (1) are mounted. Underneath the C-pro-
files, a suspended ceiling consisting of resilient ceiling joists (5) and another two
layer of plasterboard (6) is mounted. The floor is manufactured as prefabricated
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elements, each of the width 1.20 m. The length can be varied but in the conducted
experiments the span is 6.80 or 7.20 m.
The described construction has potential to possess severe vibrations. Initially,

heel-drop tests were performed by several people on single elements as well as on a
complete floor installed in a building. The results point in the same direction; the
described floor structure suffers from annoying long lasting vibrations, at least par-
tially as a result of poor damping. The vibrations are worse in the case of freely lying
elements compared to the situation in a real building, but even in the latter case the
vibrations were found to be troublesome.
The objective of the reported study was to find a method that increased the level

of damping at resonance frequencies, was uncomplicated to install, was unsuscep-
tible to change in natural frequencies in the construction, and perhaps the most
important, was reasonably cheap. In order to find out the dynamic characteristics of
the floor in terms of natural frequencies, damping ratios, and mode shapes, a
vibration measurement was performed on one single element, 7.2 m, followed by a
modal analysis. Heavy concrete walls about one meter high supported the floor. An
electromagnetic shaker (type LDS v406) in conjunction with a power amplifier (type
LDS PA100E) was used to generate a random force from 5 to 30 Hz to excite the
floor. The response was measured with accelerometers (type Brüel & Kjær 4508). In
all the experiments the acceleration was measured at 11 points located on the floor
surface except for one performed measurement consisting of 33 points in order to
determine the mode shapes (Brüel & Kjær front-end type 2827 was used as FFT-
analayser). The acceleration of the ceiling was simultaneously measured in the same
way. The experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 4 and the resulting spatially averaged
frequency response function (FRF) is shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 3. Design of the examined floor. The prefabricated elements have a width of 1.20 m.
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Four resonance peaks are immediately noticed. The peaks of 8.2 and 14.2 Hz
correspond to a bending mode of first order in the floor where the difference is the
oscillation of the ceiling. At 8.2 Hz the ceiling is moving in the same direction as the
floor, i.e. in phase. At 14.2 Hz the ceiling is moving in opposite direction relative to
the floor, i.e. out of phase. A very good parable is the two frequencies and mode
shapes that occur in a two-degree of freedom system. The peak at 11.5 Hz is
explained by a torsion mode where the ceiling and floor has equal phase. The hardly
detectable peak at 21.5 Hz is a torsion mode when the ceiling is moving out of phase
relative to the floor. Finally, the peak at 26.8 Hz is the bending mode of the floor of
second order. The mode shapes are described in Fig. 6.

Fig. 4. Location of shaker and accelerometers used in the measurements.

Fig. 5. Frequency response function of the measured acceleration. The graph is an average value of 11

measured points on the floor.
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4. Increase the damping using visco-elastic material

The authors have provided experiments trying to increase the damping in a light-
weight steel joist floor according to Fig. 3 and a pilot study containing small scale
experiments is reported, Ljunggren et al. [15]. When the system is oscillating with
floor and ceiling moving out of phase to each other, there is a considerable move-
ment in the ceiling joists. Even when the floor and ceiling are moving completely in
phase there could be a relative movement in the ceiling joist due to different ampli-
tudes. An idea is proposed that this movement is sufficient to enable the use of visco-
elastic material to increase the damping.
A finite element model has been used to simulate the effect of adding different

amount of the contemplated visco-elastic material. The model shown in Fig. 7 con-
sists of two beams where the upper one represents the floor (number 1–3 in Fig. 3)
and the lower one represents the ceiling. The floor is assumed to be simply sup-
ported.
The intended visco-elastic material has been tested to have a relation between

spring constant and viscous damping coefficient of about 200, i.e. the spring con-
stant (N/m) is equal to the damping coefficient (Ns/m) multiplied with 200. This
relation has been used through all simulations. The effect on the modes originally at

Fig. 6. Mode shapes as a result of measuring the acceleration in 66 points. The accelerometers are equally

distributed on floor (upper) and ceiling (lower).

Fig. 7. Finite element model of the floor section consisting of two beams with spring- and damping ele-

ments in between representing the stiffness of the ceiling joist and the stiffness and viscosity of the visco-

elastic material. Modes only in the main direction of the floor are treated.
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8.2 and 14.2 Hz (the floor and ceiling are moving in- and out of phase to each other)
are shown in Fig. 8. The out of phase mode shows higher and higher damping ratio
as the damping coefficient of the simulated visco-elastic material increases. For the
in phase mode the damping ratio increases to a maximum level after which it slowly
decreases. The explanation is that the stiffness has increased to a level where the
relative motion due to different amplitudes between floor and ceiling has been
reduced. Then theoretically, the amount of visco-material added should have a
damping coefficient per ceiling joist corresponding to a value of about 250 Ns/m
yielding an increment in damping ratio of about 1.35% units. The value seems not
to be critical since an increased damping ratio above 1.2% units is obtained within
the interval �130–450 Ns/m of damping coefficient. Since the main purpose of the

Fig. 8. Simulated increased damping ratio as a function of damping coefficient of the visco-elastic mate-

rial. The in phase mode has a maximum level at a certain damping coefficient while the out of phase

increases as the damping coefficient increases.
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resilient ceiling is to reduce sound transmission it is not desirable to increase the
stiffness too much. Therefore a smaller value of damping coefficient, and thereby a
smaller value of stiffness, should be preferred even though a high damping coeffi-
cient may result in the same damping ratio. According to the simulations, an
amount of the visco-elastic material corresponding to a damping coefficient of
150–200 Ns/m per ceiling joist should be suitable. At this level the damping ratio of
the in phase mode is near its maximum and the damping ratio of the out of phase
mode is substantially high. The predicted improvement of the bending mode of sec-
ond order is then about 1.4% units.
In the experiment with the new damper, which is patent pending, two angle pieces

were mounted beside every ceiling joist, one at each side of the floor element. A piece
of visco-elastic material designed to have a damping coefficient of about 200 Ns/m
per ceiling joist was then placed in between. The arrangement is shown in Fig. 9.
With this modification new measurements were performed and the resulting fre-

quency response function can be seen in Fig. 10.
There are small increases in the values of natural frequencies which is explained by

the fact that the visco-elastic material has slightly increased the stiffness of the floor.
Focusing on damping, there is a considerable change in the 14.2 Hz mode where the
resonance peak is nearly eliminated and the tendency of the mode at 21.5 Hz is no
longer noticeable. The effect regarding the other resonance peaks is small, even
though the damping seems to be slightly higher. A comparison of the increased
damping ratios demonstrates that the finite element model gives reasonable accu-
racy. The results are summarised in Table 1.

5. The technique applied to a four sections floor

The extra damper was in previous chapter applied to a proportionally simple
structure containing one floor element only. To get better comprehension of how the
damper will work in a more real situation, four elements (6.8 m span) are joined
together to form a floor of 6.8�4.8 m2. Joints placed at the centre of the span and
fastened to the sheet metal layer assembled the sections. The experimental set-up
and equipment are similar to those used in previous chapter except for some minor
changes. A more powerful amplifier (LDS PA 500L) is used and two elements are
resting on concrete supports and the other two on wood supports. The ceiling joists

Fig. 9. The visco-elastic material is mounted between an angle piece fastened to the main beam and the

ceiling joist. The damping device is patent pending.
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were of a similar type but with a higher stiffness. Furthermore, the extra damper has
visco-elastic material applied only to the five central ceiling joists. It was experi-
mentally verified that the difference was small compare to use all the seventeen ceil-
ing joists. The arrangement is shown in Fig. 11.
The results are shown in Figs. 12–14 and Table 2. Compared to the case where one

element was used, a lot more resonance peaks are found. The reason is mainly that
the larger floor gives rise to more modes in transverse direction. As before, the extra
damper affects the vibrations and some resonances are insignificant in the damped
cases where others are less affected, although the damping increases. Concerning the

Fig. 10. Comparison between measured FRF of the original floor and the floor equipped with visco-

elastic material. The curves are average values from 11 measured points each.

Table 1

Comparison between original floor vs. floor equipped with visco-elastic material (VEM), and between

measured and predicted damping ratios

In phase mode Out of phase mode 2nd order bending mode

F (Hz) �a (%) F (Hz) �a (%) F (Hz) �a (%)

Original floor (measured) 8.2 3.7 14.2 1.1 26.8 1.9

Floor with VEM (measured) 9.3 5.2 �17.6 >10 27.1 2.3

Increased damping ratio (measured) 1.5 >9 0.4

Increased damping ratio with FEM (predicted) 1.3 9.2 1.4

a Damping ratios from measurements are calculated using the half-power bandwidth method.
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Fig. 11. Location of shaker and accelerometers used in the measurements.

Fig. 12. Comparison between measured FRF of four floor sections, original vs. extra damper. Each curve

is an average value of 108 measured points on the floor.
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Fig. 13. Comparison between measured FRF of a four sections floor, original vs. extra damper, zoomed

in from 8 to 13 Hz.

Fig. 14. The first five mode shapes of the four sections floor: (a) is viewed from A-A and (b)–(e) from B-B,

Fig. 11.

Table 2

Comparison between original floor vs. floor equipped with visco-elastic material (VEM)

Mode type 1st bending Transverse Transverse Transverse Transverse

F (Hz) �a (%) F (Hz) �a (%) F (Hz) �a (%) F (Hz) �a (%) F (Hz) �a (%)

Original floor 8.4 1.5 9.2 0.9 9.9 1.0 10.4 1.3 11.7 1.1

Floor with VEM 8.6 1.9 9.6 1.8 10.4 2.1 �10.9 – 12.3 2.3

Increased damp ratio 0.4 0.9 1.1 – 1.2

a Damping ratios from measurements are calculated using the half-power bandwidth method.
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low frequency resonances, according to Fig. 13 and Table 2, the damping ratio has
increased 0.4–1.3% units except for one resonance, originally at 10.4 Hz, corre-
sponding to an out of phase mode shape, that nearly disappears.

6. Discussion and conclusions

Without doubt the use of visco-elastic material connected to the ceiling joists has a
substantial effect of increasing the damping, and thereby reducing resonant vibra-
tions, in a steel joist floor of the type used in this experiment. However, the method
is primarily useful for damping resonance peaks corresponding to mode shapes
where the floor and ceiling are moving out of phase to each other. The other reso-
nant modes were less affected but still increments in damping were noticed. Com-
pared to the use of tuned mass dampers, there is a great advantage in the visco-
elastic method (VEM) applied to floors equipped with a resilient ceiling, in respect
of sensitivity. While a TMD must be tuned exactly to a proper frequency the VEM
works in a broader frequency range. Furthermore, one TMD can only damp one
mode shape. If damping of several mode shapes is necessary the arrangement gets
very complex. In similarity the VEM is working optimally only for a specific type of
mode shapes. Nevertheless it is a very cheap method that very well can be included
in the manufacturing from the very beginning.
The visco-elastic method looks promising so far, although a better result for mode

shapes that are less affected in the experiments is desirable. A way to proceed is to
combine the VEM with other actions. Tests have been done with lumped wood
supports, three at each long side of the four-section floor, with improvement of the
vibration levels. It has also became obvious during the work, that the task of
building a lightweight long span floor with acceptable dynamic properties is very
demanding, both in respect of resonant vibrations and deflection caused by walking
traffic.
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Abstract

Lightweight floor constructions often suffer from low frequency vibrations. 

Humans are sensitive to that kind of vibrations and it is of interest to find 

simple methods that reduce floor vibrations and thereby increase the comfort 

for habitants. Methods that reduce resonant floor vibrations exist, but generally 

they do not restrain the vibrations enough or they are not economically 

justified.

A lightweight steel framed floor equipped with a resilient ceiling is used 

as test object under laboratory conditions. Modal testing is applied in order to 

find out to what extent minor construction changes will affect the dynamic 

properties of the floor.

The ceiling joist stiffness is analyzed by a finite element model where 

both thickness of material and position of the mounting screws are considered. 

Experimentally, two different kinds of joists are tested on a floor section and 

also the effect of a visco-elastic material in conjunction with the joists, to 

increase the damping, are shown.

The type of supports plays an important role for floor vibrations. Two 

different supports are compared - a stiff concrete wall and a significantly softer 

one made of timber. Furthermore, the floor is tested and compared with four-

sided supports.

Plasterboards are used as top layer of the floor and since the bending 

stiffness is slightly different in various directions the vibration affect is studied.  
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The results show that all the tested measures do affect floor vibrations, 

but whether the vibrations decrease to a level that should be judged as 

significantly by habitants, has not been clarified.  

INTRODUCTION

Using thin gauge steel products, or timber, when constructing residential- and 

office buildings, is a technique that has been used for several years as a 

complement to more traditional ways of building. However, lightweight 

constructions in general suffer from poor acoustic- and vibration behaviour in 

the low frequency area, and the vibration problem might be particularly 

crucial, as floor vibrations to high extent are related to habitant comfort.  

Several methods have been presented over the years that aim to reduce 

vibrations in lightweight floors, e.g. tuned mass damper [1,2], active control 

system [3], semi-active tuned vibration absorber [4] and the use of visco-elastic 

dampers [5-7]. The majority of these methods are focused on increased 

damping since a significantly change of stiffness and/or mass often is 

unrealistic due to reasons as physical size and economy. Several of the 

methods are used for afterwards solutions and are not designed, in the first 

place, to be a part of the construction and in addition, they are often expensive. 

The need for alternative, non-complicated and economical, solutions are 

therefore of great interest. 

The Test Object 

The test object has been a steel framed floor representative for common 

constructions used in the building industry. The floor is prefabricated in 

sections of 1.2 m width and each section is built upon two load-bearing C-

profiled beams, one at each long side. A cross bar of comparable size, which 

also serves as a bearing plate, connects the beams at the short sides. The floor 

was either tested as a single section, as two sections joined together or as four 

sections joined together yielding a total width of 4.8 m. The span of the floors 

was either 6.8 m or 7.2 m. with a beam height of 350 mm and a thickness of 

material of 2.5 mm. On top of the beams, there is a profiled sheet metal in the 

transverse direction to form stiffness. Two layers of plasterboards constitute as 

the top layer and together with mineral wool between the beams, the upper part 

of the floor is completed. Underneath, a resilient ceiling is installed. It consists 

of two layers of plasterboard that are mounted to the beams by soft ceiling 

joists, which act as springs with the primary purpose to reduce sound 

transmission. The floor is viewed in Fig 1. 
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Fig. 1 The floor used for testing. 

EFFECTS OF DIFFERENT CONSTRUCTION MEASURES 

Stiffness of the Ceiling Joist 

The stiffness of the ceiling joist in the type of floors presented is of great 

importance. Simulations of different stiffness have been performed with a 

finite element (FE) model and in Table 1 it is shown how the fundamental 

frequency is changed as the ceiling joist stiffness varies. The stiffness 55 and 

94 kN/m are equal to the joists having a thickness of material of 0.5 and 0.6 

mm respectively. The span is set to 7.2 m.

Table 1.  Change in fundamental frequency as the stiffness of the ceiling joist is 
changed. The results are obtained from a FE-model. 
Joist stiffness (kN/m) 5 55 94 150 200 500 

Frequency (Hz) 3.2 8.2 8.9 9.3 9.4 9.6 

Not only the frequencies but also the mode shapes, some of them 

viewed in Fig. 2, are affected. If a hypothetical, very soft joist is used (5 

kN/m), the insulation between floor and ceiling will be almost perfect with a 

result that the first natural mode will be hardly noticeable by occupants since 

the amplitude of the floor surface is almost zero. If, as the other extreme, a 

very stiff joist is used (500 kN/m), the coupling between floor and ceiling will 

be very efficient yielding a mode of equal amplitude in floor and ceiling. From 

a floor vibration perspective, an as soft ceiling joist as possible should be used 

even though other aspects must be considered. The strength does not allow a 

too week joist in order to prevent permanent deformation. The used joist of 0.5 

mm – 55 kN/m – was right on the border and a stiffer joist should be preferred 

for the actual floor.

1. 13+13 mm Plasterboard 

2. 45 mm Profiled sheet 

metal

3. C-beams, height 350mm 

4. 95 mm Mineral wool 

5. 35 mm Ceiling joist c450 

6. 13+15 mm Plasterboard
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      5 kN/m – 3.2 Hz          55 kN/m – 8.2 Hz           500 kN/m – 9.6 Hz 

Fig. 2. Different appearance of the first natural mode as a result of different 
ceiling joist stiffness. The two lines of each mode represent the floor and the 
ceiling.

Finally, Fig. 3 shows the situation for a real floor section. The floor was 

excited by a shaker and the response was measured in 11 points along the 

centre line. The effect of different stiffness of the ceiling joist is clearly seen in 

the frequency response function (FRF) with a frequency shift of about 0.5-1.0 

Hz.

Frequency response function

-80.0

-40.0

-70.0

-60.0

-50.0

 5.000  30.00 10.00  15.00  20.00  25.00
Frequency Hz

Fig. 3. FRF of a 7.2 m span floor with different ceiling joist. An average of 11 
measured point at the centre line of the floor surface. 

Terostat
®

Damper

An innovative method is the use a piece of visco-elastic material, here 

Terostat
®

81, positioned in conjunction with the ceiling joist according to Fig. 

4. The method is fully described in [8]. The FRF in Fig 5 shows that the 

damping can increase considerably for a specific type of mode shape, i.e. 

where the ceiling oscillates out pf phase relative to the floor. For in phase 

modes, like the fundamental one, the effectiveness relies on the amplitude 

difference between floor and ceiling. The increased damping is therefore not as 

remarkable as in the previous case although an increment in damping ration of 

0.4-1.5 percent units has been achieved. 

___ 0.5 mm joist, 

  55kN/m. 

----  0.6 mm joist, 

  94 kN/m 
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Fig. 4. Visco-elastic material is attached between the ceiling joist and an angle 
piece fixed to the main beam of the floor. 

Frequency response function

-80.0

-40.0

-70.0

-60.0

-50.0

 5.000  30.00 10.00  15.00  20.00  25.00
Frequency Hz

Fig. 5. The effect of using Terostat  damper. The response is measured on a 
single floor section, 7.2 m, at 11 points at the centreline. 

Different Supports 

The support plays a crucial role for the vibrations since it is a part of the 

dynamic system. The stiffer support, the less does it influences the floor, and 

the higher is the fundamental frequency. The floor was tested for two kinds of 

supports, a stiff concrete wall, and a softer support made of timber. See Fig. 6 

for a sketch of the sections and Fig. 7 for the resulting FRF:s.

Fig. 6. Sections of the two types of support. The height, for both, is 900 mm. 

            Terostat

Angle piece 

___ Original 

----  Using Terostat
        damper

joist 45x95 

board

22x95

plywood 12 mm 

125 mm 

Concrete Timber, c/c 600 mm
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The timber support should acts as a representative for a lightweight wall 

and the floor shows lower natural frequencies compared to concrete supports. 

There is also a tendency towards slightly higher responses using the timber 

supports.

Frequency response function

-80.0

-40.0

-70.0

-60.0

-50.0

 5.000  30.00 10.00  15.00  20.00  25.00
Frequency Hz

Fig. 7. Comparison of concrete and timber supports of a 6.8 m span, two-
section floor. The FRF:s are averaged values from 60 measured points each, 
equally distributed on the floor surface. 

Frequency response function

-80.0

-50.0

-70.0

-60.0

 5.000  30.00 10.00  15.00  20.00  25.00
Frequency Hz

Fig. 8. The effect of using supports at the long sides of the four-section floor, 
with and without the visco-elastic damper. The FRF:s are averaged values 
from 108 measured points each on the floor surface. 

Additional long sided supports. Long sided supports might be an alternative 

to reduce floor vibrations. It is best suited for floors with limited dimension in 

transverse direction. If supported at the long sides, the averaged vibration level 

decreases as a result of less vibration level close to the borders. Another effect 

is that the stiffness of the floor increases yielding higher natural frequencies. 

___ Concrete 

    ----- Timber 

___ Original 

---- With long

       sided supports 

….. With long

sided  supports 

and Terostat

damper 
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The four-section floor is here tested with three lumped timber support at each 

side. They are evenly distributed at ¼ of the span and bolted to the ground 

floor. The resulting frequency response function is shown in Fig. 8, where also 

the case using the Terostat  damper is presented. The vibration level is then 

further decreased.

Changed Direction of the Plasterboards 

The plasterboards are normally installed in such a way that the long sides of 

the boards are parallel to the main direction of the floor. The stiffness of the 

boards is higher in this long direction compared to its short direction. The 

tested four-section floors suffer from many natural frequencies having modes 

that propagate in the transverse direction. A possible way to go, in order to 

reduce the overall vibration level of the floor, is to change the direction of the 

plasterboards. A drawback is that the response of the important fundamental 

frequency, with propagation in the main direction, might increase to an even 

more annoying level. On the test object, all four layers of plasterboard (two at 

the floor surface and two for the ceiling) where rotated 90 degrees. In addition, 

the lower floorboards were glued to the profiled sheet metal, in stead of using 

screws, as an attempt to further increase damping and stiffness. The resulting 

FRF is shown in Fig. 9.

Frequency response function

-80.0

-50.0

-70.0

-60.0

 5.000  30.00 10.00  15.00  20.00  25.00
Frequency Hz

Fig. 9. An attempt to reduce vibrations in the transverse direction and to 
further increase the damping. The FRF:s are averaged values from 108 
measured points each on the floor surface. 

The major effect of the changed direction of the plasterboards is seen 

for the second natural frequency at about 10.5 Hz, which corresponds to the 

___ With long sided

supports and

Terostat damper

- - - With long sided

       supports, Terostat

       damper, changed

      direction of the

       plasterboards and  

       use of glue
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first torsion mode The eigen frequency is increased about 1 Hz, and the 

improvement of damping is seen in the broader peak.  

SUMMARY 

The treated suggestions in order to reduce the level of floor vibrations have in 

common that they are very easy to incorporate in the construction to an 

unimportant cost. The results, presented as FRF:s, gives information of the 

dynamic changes of the floor but do not answer the question whether the 

improvements are enough to subjectively reassess a floor from “bad” to 

“good”.

When lightweight floors are equipped with a resilient ceiling, the ceiling 

joist should be as soft as practical since then the amplitude of the fundamental 

mode is reduced, even though its frequency decrease. If a soft joist is used, 

then the visco-elastic damper could be applied, a device that under certain 

conditions are very effective.

The methods as different/long sided supports and different orientation 

of the plasterboards complete the “package” of minor measures presented here 

that might be considered in a floor design. Probably, constructions can be 

found where the suggested solutions might be enough, but in more general 

case, it is reasonable to believe that the measures can contribute, in conjunction 

with other actions, to solve or reduce vibration problem. 
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Abstract

This paper covers three different studies with respect of human perception of vertical 
vibrations. Although the amplitudes and frequencies throughout the experiments are set 
to match those that might occur in lightweight floor constructions, the results can be seen 
as general. A motion simulator generates signals from 5 to 31.5 Hz and the test subjects 
receive the vibrations sitting on a wooden chair. In the first study, the absolute threshold 
values from sinusoidal signals are determined. The results agree reasonably well with 
those found from other similar studies. In study number two, threshold values are 
determined in the presence of an 8 Hz base component. The threshold values were 
generally found to be higher than those obtained in the first study, except in the case of 
10 Hz which due to beating effect gave an even lower threshold level than when the 
signal was played alone. The third study is about annoyance from dual sinusoidal 
vibrations, always including a base signal of 8 Hz at fixed amplitude. In similarity with 
study two, test persons reported to be more annoyed as the second signal component gets 
close to the base frequency and, naturally, they also got more annoyed as the amplitude 
increased.

Introduction

A major concern for the serviceability of lightweight floors is the low frequency 
vibrations induced by normal human activities, primary walking but also running and 
jumping e.g. as a result of children playing. Walking possesses a pace frequency of about 
1.6 – 2.4 Hz, and its harmonics might well excite a floor at its fundamental frequency 
leading to severe response amplification. From a structural dynamic point of view, the 
human-floor system forms a dynamic system that can be modelled as:  

VIBRATION RESPONSE = DYNAMIC PROPERTIES × INPUT FORCE.

Humans play double roles in this system; both as the source and as the sensor. The 
activities exert forces on the floor and at the same time, occupants receive floor vibration 
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through their body, by visual impression and/or by sound. The dynamic properties of the 
floor system can be calculated theoretically or measured experimentally by modal testing.  
In most cases, the vibration in the vertical direction is, naturally, dominant. Even though 
floor constructions exist in which also horizontal vibrations play a crucial role they are 
omitted in this paper. Several studies are found in the literature regarding human 
perception to vertical vibrations. A pioneer study was performed by Reiher et al. [1] back 
in 1931. In their experiment, a scale of human tolerance defined by peak deflection and 
frequency was developed in relation to steady-state vibrations applied for five minutes. 
Wiss et al. [2] developed an equation to predict human response rate to transient vertical 
vibrations based on frequency, peak displacement and damping ratio. ISO 2631-2 1989 
[3] provided a base curve that should be used in combination with given multipliers (the 
multiplier depends on the type of housing). The ISO base curve represents magnitudes of 
approximately equal human response. Studies from Parsons et al. [4] showed that the use 
of this base curve will either overestimate the effects of low-frequency vibration or 
underestimate the effects of high-frequency vibration. However, in the latest version of 
this standard, ISO 2631-2 2003 [5] the base curve as well as the design guidelines from 
1989 are withdrawn. The latter with the motivation that “Guidance values above which 
adverse comments due to building vibration could occur are not included any more since 
their possible range is too widespread to be reproduced in an International Standard.”.
A number of researchers have come up with different suggestions for floor design criteria 
over the years. Ohlsson, Wyatt et al. and Talja et al. [6 7 8] have all suggested a 
deflection criterion for high-frequency floors and an acceleration limit for low-frequency 
floors. The definition of a high/low frequency floor depends on the fundamental 
frequency, where suggestions of 7, 8 or 10 Hz are commonly found for the frequency of 
transition.
The argument for this choice of fundamental frequency is that no higher harmonics than 
the fourth should be considered when it comes to walking-induced vibration. Then, 
making sure that the fundamental frequency of the floor is above this limit, typically 8-10 
Hz, no annoying vibrations are assumed to occur. The statement that the fourth harmonic 
is the limit for consideration could be questioned and Ellis [9] proclaims that harmonics 
up to the eighth order should be taken into account. In this paper, the frequency range of 
interest is set to 5-25 Hz (5-31.5 Hz for one experiment) which should be sufficiently 
large to cover the significant vibrations related to light weight floor constructions. Light 
weight floors typically fall into the category high frequency, whereas heavy floors 
normally relate to low frequency. The amplitude range during test range is 0-35 mm/s2

rms which should relate to vibration commonly found in floors. 
Floor serviceability is in general indeed a challenging task; the nature of floor vibration is 
a multimodal topic of multiple frequencies, and the human perception is difficult to 
predict even though the exact vibration is known. A series of experiments with focus on 
human perception of vertical vibrations are reported in this paper. Having a clear 
understanding of the human response to this kind of well defined and well controlled 
vibrations, should result in the development of proper design criteria. The application 
should primarily be to light weight constructions, but since the results to a great extent 
are of general character, they also apply to other kinds of floors and to other vibration 
situations. 
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The experiments consist of three studies, I) Threshold values from single frequency 
vibrations, II) Threshold values for a second frequency component, and III) Annoyance 
of dual sinusoidal vibrations. Study I will, providing the results agree with those from 
other similar studies, serve as a kind of assurance that the experimental set-up and 
methods used are reliable. Study II can be seen as an indication of the importance in 
perception of dual sinusoidal vs. single. Study I and II use a reduced number of test 
persons while Study III - with focus on the annoyance of dual sinusoidal vibration - uses 
more test persons for better consistency in the results. 

Experimental set-up 

A new motion simulator, designed to simulate floor vibration, has been developed at 
Luleå University. It consists of a forced air cooled electromagnetic shaker (Derritron 
VP30) installed in a specially made steel frame. A light, but proportionately stiff wooden 
plate (in order to avoid resonance frequencies within the typical range of floor vibration), 
rests on the foundation’s four corners, with cellular polyetherurethane dampers 
(Sylomer® R25) in between. The shaker is connected to the centre of the wooden plate by 
a steel rod. A wooden chair, with a sitting seat made of 6mm plywood with an underlying 
stiffener, for the test person to sit on completes the arrangement which can be seen in Fig. 
1. The chair’s position is controlled before every experiment, to assure an exact position, 
but has no fixed mechanical connection to the plate. 

Figure 1. The motion simulator used in the experiments. 

In order to achieve reliable results, it is important that the background vibration level, i.e. 
the vibration magnitude of other frequency components than the actual exciting 
frequency, is satisfactory low. In Fig. 2, the response from the plate and the chair as the 
system is excited with a sinusoidal frequency of 8 Hz is presented. It can be seen that the 
vibration spectra are neither contaminated by any notable general noise nor by any 
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harmonics of significant magnitude. It was then concluded that the background vibration 
level should not cause interference with the exciting signal. 
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Figure 2. Background vibration spectra measured on a) the plate and b) underneath the 
chair. The system is driven by a sinusoidal signal of 8 Hz.

Since the device should be used to evaluate vibrations in the vertical direction only, it is 
of great importance that the arrangement does not vibrate significantly in any other 
directions and that no resonances occur within the used frequency range. A test was 
performed that measured the response from different positions and directions on the 
plate. The transmissibility from the main vertical direction to the horizontal directions is 
seen in Fig. 3a. No sharp resonance peaks were found below 32 Hz and the 
transmissibility was, except from a small region at 15 Hz in forward/backward direction, 
well below 10%. It was therefore regarded that levels from non-main directions were 
satisfactorily low. 
Normally, the response acceleration is measured from the upper side of the seat, ISO 
2631 and Griffin [10]. But since the accelerometer then must be placed on the sitting 
surface causing discomfort to the test person, an alternative location, underneath the seat, 
was used throughout the experiments. The transmissibility between these two ways of 
measuring –underneath / upon sitting seat - both performed with a seated person, is 
shown in Fig. 3b.  Since the gain is more or less unity, it is verified that the alternative 
sensor location will work properly. 
The vibration reaches the test person not only through the chair but also through the 
wooden plate, by his feet. Therefore the vibration level, measured with a seated subject, 
from the plate is compared with the level from the chair. From the transmissibility in Fig. 
3b it can be seen that even though the difference is small, the vibration in the chair is 
often at a lower level than the plate. The reason could probably be that the relatively soft 
wooden chair absorbs a certain amount of energy. 
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Figure 3. a)Transmissibility of the plate’s x- and y-direction (forward/backward ———
and sideways ---- respectively). b)Transmissibility between the chair (underneath) and 
the plate ———, and  transmissibility of the chair: underneath sitting seat / upon sitting 
seat----.

Throughout the experiments, the vibration response underneath the sitting surface was 
measured with a Bruel & Kjær system containing a front-end 3560C – module 3032A, 
accelerometers 4508B002 and 4370 and software PULSE. The vibration signals were 
generated from two sources; 1) The built-in signal generator of the B&K system and 2) 
The software LabView (in conjunction with the hardware National Instrument PCU 6502 
and BNC 2090) in which a PID regulator controlled the amplitude. The test subjects were 
always asked to sit on the chair in a comfortable upright position. The back was then in 
natural contact with the backrest of the chair, even though it was not given as a specific 
instruction. The subjects wore ear cups which were used in order not to be influenced by 
ambient noise. Normal indoor shoes and clothes were worn.

Study I: Threshold values from single frequency vibrations

Objective
The objective was to determine the human threshold values when exposed to vertical 
vibrations of single frequencies. The threshold value is here defined as the lowest 
possible vibration magnitude that can be detected from a sinusoidal signal with constant 
amplitude. 

Method
Seven subjects took part in the study, all male, university students or personnel with an 
average age of 31 years. The average height was 177 cm and the average weight was 74 
kg. Nine single sinusoidal signals were tested: 5, 6.3, 8, 10, 12.5, 16, 20, 25 and 31.5 Hz. 
The signals correspond to the centre frequencies of one third octave band. A low weight 
control amplifier, Sentec SCA1 put in the test person’s lap, was used for amplitude 
adjustment by a discrete turn knob without cue marks. For each test signal, the amplitude 
was initially set to zero after which the test person slowly increased the level until he just 
could feel the vibration. The threshold was measured once for each signal and subject. 
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The signals were played to the test subjects in a fully random order and the test lasted 20-
30 minutes for each person.  

Results
The results clearly show that the sensitivity is higher, i.e. the threshold value is lower, for 
lower frequencies compared to higher. At 5 Hz, the mean threshold was about 8mm/s2

while it was 23mm/s2 at 31.5 Hz. The obtained results are also more consistent for the 
lower frequencies. This is shown by the confidence intervals (95%) of the threshold 
values’ mean, Fig. 4a. In Fig. 4b the mean threshold values are compared with the ISO 
base curve [3]. Values from the present study are higher for each of the tested 
frequencies, approximately a factor 1.6 higher. Some other similar investigations [4 11] 
have also obtained greater threshold value than the ISO base curve. Since the results are 
in agreement with other studies, it is assumed that the experimental equipment and testing 
procedure are reliable and that the results from the following studies II and III can be 
treated with confidence. 
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Figure 4. a)Means with confidence intervals of the threshold values from sinusoidal 
vibration. b)Means of threshold values from the present study ——— compared with ISO 
base curve ----. 

Study II: Threshold values for a second frequency component

Objective
The objective was now to find the perception threshold of a sinusoidal vertical vibration 
signal in the presence of another sinusoidal signal having fixed amplitude. 

Method
In the second experiment, six persons from Study I participated. A base frequency of 8 
Hz with fixed amplitude of 35, 50 or 70 mm/s2 rms was used together with a second 
signal, the test frequency of 10, 12.5, 16, 20 or 25 Hz. In total, 15 combined signals, each 
built up of two frequency components, were tested (three base amplitudes times five test 
frequencies).
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During the experiment, the base frequency was first set to one of the fixed amplitude 
levels. Then, the test subject controlled the amplitude of one test frequency at the time by 
using the same control amplifier as in Study I. Starting from zero level, the amplitude of 
the test frequency was slowly increased until it just was felt that the signal was changed, 
i.e. the presence of the second frequency component could be noticed, and finally, the 
response level was measured.  
The test was performed in three steps related to the three amplitudes of the base 
frequency. Within each step, the test frequencies were randomly ordered.  

Results
Fig. 5a shows the average threshold value and corresponding confidence interval (95%) 
as a function of test frequency at the three different amplitudes of the base frequency. For 
comparison, the threshold values for single sinusoidal vibrations from Study I are 
incorporated in Fig 5b.
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Figure 5. Mean threshold values in the presence of a base frequency of 8 Hz at three 
different amplitudes, 35mm/s2———, 50mm/s2---, and 70mm/s2 ···; a) together with 
confidence intervals and b) together with threshold values ·-·-  from single 
frequencies as comparison. 

Even though the confidence intervals, probably due to the limited number of test persons, 
sometimes are large, especially at higher frequencies, some tendencies are clear regarding 
the test frequency. Subjects are more sensitive, i.e. lower threshold level, as the test 
frequency gets closer to the base frequency. The result at 10 Hz is significantly different 
from the other test frequencies. For example, when the base frequency level is set to 35 
mm/s2 the threshold value is 6 mm/s2 at 10 Hz while it is 22 mm/s2 at 25 Hz. The 10 Hz 
test frequency was actually even more easy to detect in the presence of the base signal 
compared to the case when it was played alone (Study I). 
Threshold values at all test frequencies tended to be lower when the base frequency 
amplitude was set at 35 mm/s2 as compared with the higher settings of 50 and 70 mm/s2

though this difference was not statistically significant. 
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Study III: Annoyance of dual sinusoidal vibrations

Objective
The objective was to subjectively evaluate the annoyance of vibration signals consisting 
of dual frequencies. The signals were composed to be representative of those that might 
occur in a floor structure.

Method
Fifteen subjects took part in this study, 13 male and two female. They were all university 
students or personnel with an average age of 35 years. The average height was 178cm 
and the average weight was 76 kg.
A base component, with constant frequency and amplitude throughout the experiment, 
was set to 8 Hz, 35 mm/s2 rms. In addition, a second frequency component was added to 
the base one. The added component consisted of one of the five frequencies: 10, 12.5, 17, 
20 or 25 Hz. The reason to choose 17 Hz instead of 16 Hz as in previous experiments, is 
that severe phase dependence would occur using a 16 Hz component since it is a 
harmonic of 8 Hz. By using 17 Hz, the phase relation to the base component is by far less 
sensitive. Five different amplitudes were used for the added component: 7,14,21,28 and 
35 mm/s2 rms that correspond to 20,40,60,80 and 100% respectively of the base 
component’s amplitude. Thus the test subjects were in total exposed to 26 signal 
combinations according to Table 1. 

Table 1. The test subjects were exposed to 26 signals, each of them comprising two 
frequency components (except signal No. 1). 

Signal
No. 

Frequency 
(Hz) 

Amplitude 
(mm/s2)

Signal
No. 

Frequency 
(Hz) 

Amplitude 
(mm/s2)

Signal
No. 

Frequency 
(Hz) 

Amplitude 
(mm/s2)

8 35 8 35 8 35
1 - - 10 12.5 28 19 20 21

8 35 8 35 8 35
2 10 7 11 12.5 35 20 20 28

8 35 8 35 8 35
3 10 14 12 17 7 21 20 35

8 35 8 35 8 35
4 10 21 13 17 14 22 25 7

8 35 8 35 8 35
5 10 28 14 17 21 23 25 14

8 35 8 35 8 35
6 10 35 15 17 28 24 25 21

8 35 8 35 8 35
7 12.5 7 16 17 35 25 25 28

8 35 8 35 8 35
8 12.5 14 17 20 7 26 25 35

8 35 8 35
9 12.5 21 18 20 14

The choice of the base component is motivated by the fact that 8 Hz is a typical 
fundamental floor frequency. It also constitutes the borderline between low- and high 
frequency floors and should consequently be the most annoying frequency that is allowed 
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to occur in a high frequency floor (typical lightweight constructions). The amplitude of 
35 mm/s2 rms is the upper acceptance limit in home and office environments according to 
AISC [12]. This level should be high enough to let the test person concentrate on the 
characteristic in the vibration without being questioned whether there is a signal present 
or not. The level is also low enough not to cause any major discomfort during the short 
exposure time.  
The experiment started by letting the test subject become familiar with the actual kind of 
vibration by playing five, randomly chosen, of the 26 available signals. After this 
introduction, the subject was exposed to the 26 test signals in a random order. After a 
short settle time when starting up each signal, typically a few seconds, the subject was 
informed that the correct amplitude was achieved and the signal then lasted for 10 
seconds. Then the test person was asked to rate the experienced annoyance due to the 
vibration on a 11-point (0-10) numeric scale where “0” is defined as “not at all annoying” 
and “10” as “extremely annoying”. When judging, they were instructed to think of them 
selves as being at home or in office environment. The whole test lasted about 20-25 
minutes for each subject. 

Results
Fig. 6 shows the mean annoyance of the 26 test signals in which it can be seen that the 
perceived annoyance is frequency and magnitude dependent. The general tendency is that 
the annoyance increases as the amplitude of the second frequency component increases 
while the annoyance decreases as the frequency of the second component increases. As 
an example of the former; when the second frequency component is 10 Hz, the average 
annoyance is 5.2 at 7 mm/s2 but 6.8 at 35 mm/s2 and as an example of the latter; when the 
amplitude of second frequency component is 21 mm/s2 the average annoyance is 6.8 at 
10 Hz but 5.4 at 25 Hz. It was also found that the lowest annoyance, 4.4 in average, 
occurred in the case where the second frequency component was omitted. 
The tendencies appear clearer if the results are grouped with respect to frequency or 
amplitude of the second component as in Fig. 7 where 95% LSD-intervals have been 
used. The wider confidence interval for the single 8 Hz frequency condition arises 
because data for this condition are derived from only one exposure per subject as against 
five exposures per subject for the remaining data points. A LSD polynomial fit of second 
order (regression analysis) gives the following results when the annoyance is expressed 
as functions of frequency and amplitude respectively: 

           10 f  25        (1)20045.022.01.8)(  fffAnnoyance
            7 a  35,        (2) 20010.0093.04.4)(  aaaAnnoyance

where f is the frequency (Hz) and a is the amplitude (mm/s2 rms). The degree of 
explanation, in statistics known as R-squared adjusted, are R2

adj = 73% and R2
adj = 95% 

for model (1) and (2) respectively.
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Figure 6. Averaged annoyance rating. The single point to the left is the base frequency 
only, 8Hz (signal No. 1). The next group consists of the signals 8 + 10 Hz (signals No. 2-
6) and after that follows 8 + 12.5 Hz (signals No. 7-11), 8 + 17 Hz etc. The amplitudes of 
the second frequency component are 0 (*), 7(x), 14(o), 21( ), 28( ) and 35( ) mm/s2.

The annoyance as a function of both parameters, frequency and amplitude, can be found 
from multiple regression analysis where a general model containing both parameters of 
first and second order as well as the interaction effect (amplitude·frequency) are 
included, equation (3). The result from the multiple regression analysis is given in Table 
2.
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Figure 7. The averaged annoyance and its LSD-intervals grouped in terms of a) 
frequency (Hz) and b) amplitude (mm/s2 rms). A polynomial is in each case fitted to the 
two frequency components’ data. 
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Table 2. Regression analysis of the stipulated model of equation (3). 
Parameter Estimate P-value

6.54 0.0000
f -0.203 0.0629
f2 0.00435 0.1397
a 0.0959 0.0310
a2 -0.000904 0.2843

a·f 0.000472 0.7150

Since the highest P-value of the parameters, 0.7150 related to the interaction effect, is 
higher than 0.10, it indicate that the parameter on 90% confidence level should not be 
included in the model. As a result, the squared amplitude might be excluded from the 
model without any significant loss of accuracy. By successively creating new models, 
every time omitting the parameter that shows the highest P-value above 0.10 in previous 
model, the interaction effect af and squared amplitude a2 are withdrawn on 90% 
confidence level. The squared frequency f2is just on the limit to be a part of the model or 
not but was finally included. With the final model according to equation (4), R2

adj = 77%. 

                     (4) affafAnnoyance 0500.000435.0213.001.7),( 2

The result of calculated annoyance according to equation (4) is shown in Fig. 8 together 
with the experimental results. 

Figure 8. Annoyance as a function of frequency and amplitude; a) calculated by multiple 
regression analysis and b) experimental results.

Discussion and conclusions

The threshold value from Study I regarding vertical sinusoidal vibrations showed a 
similar pattern to the ISO base curve although it was found to be at a higher level. A 
possible reason is that the method of increased intensity used for the experiment tends to 
over-estimate the threshold value whereas a descending intensity method may under-
estimate the threshold. Therefore, if a combination of these methods had been used, it is 
likely that the averaged result might have been somewhat lower. The base curve is 
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however not a true threshold curve but it represents magnitudes of approximately equal 
human response and must be used together with a certain multiplier factor in order to 
make sense in terms of absolute figures. It is therefore not contradictory that the 
amplitude of the present study does not match the ISO curve exactly. 
It is highly interesting to compare the threshold value from Study I with those obtained 
by other researchers. Fig. 9 contains results from Parsons et al. [4], Reiher et al.[1] and 
McKay[11]. The latter use results from both sitting and standing subjects while the others 
use sitting test persons. At a first glance, they all might look quite similar within this 
relatively small frequency range of 5-31.5 Hz but differences exist, particularly for the 
higher frequencies. From about 16 Hz and above, Parsons and McKay indicate that the 
threshold value remains at an approximately constant, or even decreasing, level. In 
contradiction, the present study as well as the Reiher work and the ISO base curve show 
increasing threshold value with increasing frequency.  Note that the Reiher curve is just a 
straight line.
A restriction of the present study must be made due to the limited number of participants. 
Only 7 subjects were used while Parsons used 36, McKay 48 and Reiher 40. In statistics, 
a large number of subjects are preferable as the quantities give more power and more 
reliable results.  
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Figure 9. Threshold values of sinusoidal vibration in comparison with three other 
studies, present ——, Parsons/Griffin ····, McKay·-·- and Reiher/Meister ----.

When threshold values were investigated in the presence of a second signal, test persons 
could easily detect a signal close in frequency to the 8 Hz base component. In fact the 10 
Hz signal was detected at an ever lower level than when it was played alone. The 
explanation is probably to find by the beating phenomenon illustrated in Fig. 10. The 
summed signal of the 8 and 10 Hz components repeats every 0.5s, i.e. with a frequency of 
2 Hz. The sensitivity for the 2 Hz contribution combined with the increased peak 
amplitude makes it easy to detect the vibration. If we instead switch the focus from 
threshold values to annoyance of dual sinusoidal vibration, the findings reiterate. Test 
subjects are significantly more annoyed when a second component is added to the 8 Hz 
base component, especially if the added component is close to the base one in frequency. 
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Figure 10. a) Two separate sinusoidal components of 8 Hz ——— and 10 Hz----.  b) 
Summation of the 8 and 10 Hz signals.

As for the application to floor serviceability, the present study provides argument for the 
need to consider the effect of natural frequencies other than the fundamental. Depending 
on how the frequency and amplitude of these natural frequencies relate to the 
fundamental, they could have a significant effect of the perceived vibration of the floor. 
However, the characteristics of the inducing force must also be considered. If the natural 
frequency of a floor is found to be “high enough”, it is not likely to be excited by normal 
human activity even though it can cause trouble regarding other possible input forces.
Annoyance from floor vibration in real buildings is more complex than annoyance ratings 
in a motion simulator and at present ISO does not give any guidelines at all regarding 
floor vibrations but states in 2631-2:2003 that “it is not possible to give guidance on 
acceptable magnitudes of vibration until more information has been collected”. Due to 
the complexity of perceived vibration from real floors the reported results should be 
interpreted as informative and showing tendencies in the development of new design 
criteria.

Future research 
Further research is planned with the objective to further study the effect on humans when 
exposed to vibrations of multi frequency nature. This will focus on floor vibration and 
will consider typical floor responses when walking serves as the input force. Signals 
containing a variety of single, dual and triple sinusoidal components will be subjectively 
evaluated in terms of annoyance and acceptance. Also response spectra from real floors, 
containing up to five discrete frequency components will be evaluated.  
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Abstract

Design criteria concerning floor vibration is a highly complex matter. A proper design 
criterion must control the interaction effect between human perception and dynamic 
properties of the floor. Although it is clear that human vibration perception is a function 
of a number of parameters, a criterion must be relatively easy to use in order to be 
established by engineers and other potential users.  The lack of uniform criteria of today 
is the argument for ISO to inquire more research in the field.  
This paper puts the effect of multi frequency vibration in focus, a task that previously has 
taken a secondary role since most design criteria rely, often in combination with other 
parameters like damping and static deflection, upon the fundamental frequency only. The 
results show that a vibration signal’s composition in terms of number of discrete 
frequency components and their mutual frequency separation is of great importance for 
the perception. In the case of a two frequency component vibration, the beating effect 
was as most evident for the frequency separation of 2 Hz – the smallest separation tested. 
The perception of such a multi frequency signal can not always be predicted using 
traditional methods. A new prediction model, further developed from the ISO frequency 
weighting Wm, is suggested. The annoyance of floor vibration as well as the degree of 
acceptance can then be predicted with good correlation to observed data. 
It is strongly recommended that the effect of multiple frequency response in resonant 
vibration should be considered in the progressing work to establish new floor design 
criteria.

Introduction

Many floor constructions possess vibration, perceived as annoying by occupants. 
Lightweight floors as well as long span heavy floors constitute examples that prone to 
suffer from unwanted vibration. Although the vibration amplitude normally is relatively 
small, the motion is strong enough to cause discomfort. The absolute threshold value, i.e. 
the by human lowest vibration amplitude that can be detected, is about 10 mm/s2 rms at 
low frequencies [1 2 3] and at just slightly higher level the vibration become annoying. 
Floor vibration is generally concentrated to the low frequency area since the induced 
forces due to human activities, primary walking, have a low frequency characteristic. 
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Normal walking pace is about 1.6-2.4 Hz where its harmonics plays a crucial role since 
they can excite the floor at its fundamental frequency leading to magnitude amplification. 
The resulting vibration response is a combination of the properties of the input force and 
the properties of the floor construction: 

VIBRATION RESPONSE = DYNAMIC FLOOR PROPERTIES * INPUT FORCE.        (1) 

The expression is simple and easy to handle but it is indeed a simplification since it does 
not consider that the dynamic properties of a floor, i.e. mass, stiffness and damping, are 
influenced by any occupants [4]. Despite that, the above formula provides an 
approximation that might be accurate enough in terms of modelling floor vibration. 
Even if a method could be found from which the response could be exactly predicted, it 
would still be a delicate subject to set a limit under which vibration levels are generally 
accepted. First of all the type of room is of superior importance. The demands in a room 
used for high precision medical surgery is naturally higher than the demands for a 
gymnasium. The expectations of an ordinary living room or office is somewhere in 
between. Secondly, individual humans seem to have a large spread in vibration 
perception. Conditions that might be well accepted under some specific circumstances by 
some, might be totally unaccepted by others. Bearing these difficulties in mind, it is easy 
to realise that it is extremely hard to determine a universal design criteria applicable to 
any floor construction, to any type of room and to any individual. 
International Standards Organisations, ISO, pays attention to the complexity in giving 
recommended floor vibration levels. In the version of 1989 [5], recommendations based 
upon their base curve together with multiplying factors depending of type of room were 
given. However, in the latest version from 2003 [6], ISO claims that “Guidance values 
above which adverse comments due to building vibration could occur are not included 
any more since their possible range is too widespread to be reproduced in an 
International Standard”. At the same time, they stress the need of more studies and 
measurement data since “it is not possible to give guidance on acceptable magnitudes of 
vibration until more information has been collected”.
This paper concerns a special kind of vibration in which the acceptance and annoyance of 
vertical vibration are studied. Not only is the human response from sinusoidal signals 
considered but signals containing multiple frequency components are actualized. The 
study aims to increase the knowledge of human perception from multiple frequency 
vibrations and also to contribute to the “information collection” asked by ISO. A first 
step was taken with the foregoing paper “Human vibration perception from single and 
double frequency components” [7]. It was there found that people in general tend to get 
more annoyed when exposed to a vibration signal comprising dual frequency components 
compared to a single one. In that study, a base signal was set to 35 mm/s2 rms at 8 Hz. 
The annoyance of the base signal was then compared to the cases when one additional 
frequency component, which varied in frequency and amplitude, was added. When the 
frequency of the added component was set to 10 or 12.5 Hz, the annoyance increased 
considerably-, even if the amplitude was as low as 7 mm/s2. Also in the frequency range 
of 17 – 25 Hz annoyance increment was found even though the effect was not as dramatic 
as when the added component lied close in frequency related to the base signal. The 
results clearly indicated that, under certain conditions, humans are significantly affected 
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by an “extra frequency component” and therefore additional surveys are needed to get 
better understanding of multi frequency signal perception which in turn could lead to 
better design criteria for buildings. 

Design criteria 

The complicated nature of finding proper design criteria for floor vibration has resulted in 
numerous proposals. Existing criteria show a wide spread in complexity where the basic 
ideas as well as the number of considered parameters are different. The number of 
parameters is often correlated with how easy the criterion is to handle by a non-expert 
user but is not necessarily correlated with accuracy. However, a goal with any proposal is 
to find a tool that is easy to use, but not easy at any price. Parameters that are found to be 
significant must be included if the result is to be reasonably accurate. A design criterion 
is then often a compromise between usefulness and number/complexity of input 
parameters. A summary of some criteria representing different way of action is as 
follows.

I  Static deflection related to span 
To use the static deflection as a response to a defined load is a common way to judge 
whether or not a floor possesses acceptable vibration level.  
Onysko’s [8] criterion, which is a part of the Canadian national building code, states that 
the deflection (mm) under a concentrated point load of 1 kN must be inside the limit of: 

                 mLm
L

63           8
3.1 .                                           (2)

Additionally, the mid span deflection must never exceed 2 mm. The criterion is evaluated 
on timber floors but should be applicable to similar lightweight constructions.  
Foschi et al. [9] proposed in a similar way a maximum deflection at midspan of 1 mm as 
a result of a 1 kN static load.

II Static deflection combined with impulse response, fundamental frequency and damping
Ohlsson’s [10] criterion, originally developed for timber floors, claims that the design 
should rely upon several input parameters. 1) The method is valid only if the fundamental 
frequency of the floor exceeds 8 Hz. 2) The deflection from a 1 kN point load is limited 
to 1.5 mm. 3) The impulse velocity response from footsteps combined with the floor’s 
damping coefficient must fulfill given predefined conditions. Despite that numerous input 
data are used, the criterion seems not to work satisfactorily as it normally is found to be 
too generous since the method approves a lot of floors that are rated as unacceptable by 
occupants. Another drawback is the cumbersome calculating procedure. The damping 
ratio is assumed to be 1% when no other data is available, which can seriously deviate 
from true values. On the other hand, if measured damping ratios are available the results 
should be more accurate. An interesting point with Ohlsson’s method is that, in a way, 
other natural frequencies than the fundamental of the floor are considered. A parameter 
denoted N40 represents the number of modes found below 40 Hz. It was assumed that 
walking induced forces do not contain any frequencies above 40 Hz, thereby this limit. 
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III  Fundamental frequency
A proposal from Dolan et al. [11] relies solely upon the fundamental frequency of the 
floor. If the floor is considered as unloaded, the fundamental frequency should be 
above15 Hz, and during occupied conditions above14 Hz. In the calculation procedure, 
composite action between sheathing and joists should not be assimilated with the 
motivation that the vibration response was not affected by composite action even though 
that is the case when it comes to static strength.  

IV  Fundamental frequency combined with impulse response
The criterion of Smith et al. [12] demands the fundamental frequency to exceed 8 Hz. In 
addition, the rms acceleration during the first second after a specified impulse force is 
applied is not allowed to be greater than 0.45 m/s2.

V  Fundamental frequency combined with a special response factor 
Wyatt [13] proposes, after studying mainly lightweight steel framed floors having a 
concrete top layer, different criteria depending whether the fundamental frequency is 
above or below 7 Hz. Here, only the case above 7 Hz is discussed. A special parameter, 
response factor R, is calculated; 

lgb
R

e

30000 ,                                                           (3) 

where g is the floor mass, be is the minimum of the floor beam spacing and 40*slab 
thickness and l is the span. The calculated response factor is compared to specific 
guidance value where the limit for residential is R=4 and for general offices R=12.

VI  Fundamental frequency combined with acceleration, damping and static deflection 
The criterion of Allen and Murray [14] use the relation of peak acceleration from walking 
as a fraction of gravity as the guiding instrument. The following equation determines the 
ratio;

W
eP

g
a f

op
35.0

,            (4)

where P0 is the applied force, f is the fundamental frequency,  is the damping ratio and 
W is the floor’s effective weight. Appropriate values of Force and damping ratio are 
given for different conditions. The acceleration rate a0/g is to be below 0.5% for offices 
and residences. Even though the criterion originally was developed for low frequency 
floors, it has been shown by Talja et al. [15] that is also apply quit well to high frequency 
floors. Allen and Murray’s guideline for floors with a fundamental frequency above 9 Hz 
is that the deflection due to a 1 kN load must not exceed 1 mm 

Walking force  

The dominating input force in offices and residences is the one that arises from walking. 
A common way of modelling the generating force F(t) (ISO 10137 [16]): 
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In this equation W is the person’s weight, here set to 735 N (75 kg),  is the normalised 
Fourier coefficient of each harmonic n, f is the step frequency,  is the phase and m is the 
total number of harmonics included in the model.  
The numerical value of the Fourier coefficients n as well as the number of harmonics m
is a matter of varied opinions. Traditionally, three (ISO 10137 [16]) to four (AISC [17]) 
harmonics have been considered while harmonics of higher order have been neglected 
with the motivation that their contribution to the total force is (too) small. The normalised 
magnitudes of the Fourier coefficient vary with step frequency and walking speed. For 
standardised walking, Pernica [18] and AISC [17] have suggested slightly different 
coefficients. 
However, more recent research shows that as much as eight harmonics should be 
considered where harmonics three to eight are of equal importance, Ellis [19]. For the 
first and second Fourier coefficients, slightly different values are achieved depending on 
step frequency. The numerical values in Table 1 are based upon a pace of 2 Hz. The 
relative phase for the first three harmonics are, according to Rainer et al [20], =0o, 90o,
0o.

Table 1. Three suggestions to normalised Fouier coefficients. 
Fourirer coefficient

 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8
ISO 0.40 0.20 0.06 - - - - -
Pernica 0.40 0.15 0.07 0.05 - - - -
AISC 0.50 0.20 0.10 0.05 - - - -
Ellis 0.45 0.07 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10

   a)        b) 
Figure 1. Mathematically calculated walking force from a 2 Hz pace in a) Time domain 
and b) Frequency domain. 
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Referring to the new trend of using even more Fourier coefficients represented by Ellis, 
where m=8 according to Table 1, the walking force can be calculated from eq. (5). The 
result from this kind of “standardised walking”, letting the step frequency f be 2.0 Hz, is 
shown in Fig. 1 in time- and frequency domain. 

Floor response 

With knowledge of the input force from walking, the floor’s response can be calculated if 
its dynamic properties are known, e.g. by measurement. In Fig. 2, frequency response 
functions (FRF) obtained in laboratory environment from two different setups of 
basically the same floor are shown. The presented FRF:s show the spatial average of the 
floor surface. Their construction originates from a traditional lightweight steel joist floor, 
where double layers of plaster boards are used both as covering and as suspended ceiling. 
The major differences between the floors of Fig. 2 are the physical size, the type of 
support and the damping properties. Floor a) is 2.4 m in width whereas floor b) is 4.8 m. 
The span is in both cases 6.8 m. Floor a) was supported by rigid concrete walls whereas 
floor b) used a mixture of concrete and timber walls. Besides, floor b) was equipped with 
a special visco elastic damper [21] which effectively reduce the FRF amplitude of some 
modes.

a)       b) 
Figure 2. Frequency response functions from laboratory measurements of a  lightweight 
floor . Two different setups;  a) 2.4*6.8m2, concrete support and b) 4.8*6.8m2, concrete 
and timber support mixed, extra visco elastic damper. 

If now the FRF:s from Fig.2 are multiplied with the walking force from Fig. 1b) 
(frequency domain) we get the predicted floor response shown in Fig. 3. As only discrete 
frequency components with 2 Hz separation contributes to the model, the same limited 
frequency resolution is obtained in the response.
This theoretical viewpoint, that only discrete frequency components with two hertz 
separation constitutes floor response due to walking, underlie the series of experiments 
presented in the following chapters. Human vibration perception from a different number 
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of frequency components and different frequency/amplitude combinations are there 
subjectively evaluated. 

a)        b) 
Figure 3. Predicted response from the lightweight floor with two different setups, a) and 
b) respectively. 

Method and experimental setup 

Experimental setup 
The experimental setup is thoroughly described by the author in previous paper [7] but an 
overview is given here. A motion simulator is used for subjective evaluations of vertical 
vibration. An electromagnetic shaker, installed into a steel frame, is connected by a so 
called “stinger” to a resiliently mounted wooden plate. A chair is put on the plate where 
the test subject is to be seated. The vibration signal is generated and amplitude controlled 
by a PID regulator using the software Labview. During testing, the test subject wore ear 
cups in order not to be disturbed by the high frequency tones from the shaker’s air 
cooling system. The motion simulator is shown in Fig. 4. 

Figure 4. The motion simulator used in the experiments. 
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Method
Fifteen subjects took part in the study, twelve male and three female, all university 
students or personnel. Their average age was 37 years, the average length 176 cm and the 
average weight 75 kg. A variety of signal combinations were used. They contain one or 
several frequency components from the calculated floor response, i.e. 8, 10, 12, 14 and 16 
Hz. Frequencies below 8 Hz have been omitted since no such low natural frequencies are 
allowed to occur according to design criteria. The frequency components’ amplitude was 
always set to one out of two possible fixed levels; High level – 28 mm/s2 rms and Low 
level – 24 mm/s2 rms. In total, 44 signals were used according to Table 2. Signal 43 and 
44 deviate somewhat from the other signals in the sense that these are the predicted 
responses from Fig. 3 and the frequency components’ amplitude are normalised by 
setting the strongest frequency at high level (28 mm/s2).

Table 2. The 44 signals used for testing. H=high level  28 mm/s2, L=low level 14 mm/s2.
Figures in mm/s2.
# Freq comp Signal no. 8 Hz 10 Hz 12 Hz 14 Hz 16/17* Hz 

1 H
2 L
3 H
4 L 
5 H
6 L 
7 H
8 L 
9 H

1

10 L 
11 H L
12 H L 
13 H L
14 H L* 
15 L L
16 L L
17 L L
18 L L* 
19 H L
20 H L 
21 H L
22 H L 
23 H L

2

24 H L 
25 H L L
26 H L L
27 H L L* 
28 H L H
29 H L H
30 H L H*
31 L L L
32 L L L
33 L L L* 
34 L L H
35 L L H
36 L L H* 
37 H L L
38 H L L
39 H L H
40 H L H
41 H L L

3

42 H L H
43 2 20 3 28 185
44 3 13 11 28 10
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The experiment started by letting the test subject become familiar with the actual kind of 
vibration by playing five, randomly chosen, of the 44 available signals. After this 
introduction, the subject was exposed to the 44 test signals in a random order. After a 
short settle time when starting up each signal, typically a few seconds, the subject was 
informed that the correct amplitude was achieved. Once at correct level, the signal lasted 
for 10 seconds and then stopped. Then the test person was asked to rate the vibration 
perception in two ways, independently of each other; a) The annoyance was rated on a 
11-point (0-10) numeric scale where “0” is defined as “not at all annoying” and “10” as 
“extremely annoying” and b) whether or not they should accept that actual floor 
vibration. When judging, they were instructed to think of them selves as being at home or 
in office environment. The whole test lasted about 30-35 minutes for each subject. 

Results

The results are generally presented in two ways. Annoyance refers to the 11-point 
annoyance scale and Acceptance says to what degree a floor vibration is acceptable. The 
acceptance ranges from 0-1 where 1 means that 100% of the test subjects accepted the 
vibration and 0 means that none found the floor vibration acceptable. High and Low level 
are related to vibration amplitudes of 28 and 14 mm/s2 rms respectively. The presented 
parameter is the averaged value from the 15 test subjects.  

One frequency, high vs. low level 
In Fig. 5 the results are shown from vibration of single frequencies at high and low level, 
signals 1-10. It is clearly seen that the annoyance is higher at high level compared to low 
and that the acceptance is lower at high level compared to low. It is also noticed that the 
annoyance/acceptance difference between high and low level decreases as the frequency 
increase. An explanation could be that at low level, the vibration is so small that it barely 
can be felt regardless of the frequency (recall the absolute threshold value of about 10 
mm/s2) while at high level, the reduced sensitivity for higher frequencies is seen. 

              Low  14 mm/s2

              High  28 mm/s2

   a)        b) 
Figure 5. a) annoyance and b) acceptance from single frequencies at two different 
amplitudes. Signals 1-10.
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One vs. two frequency components
Fig. 6 and 7 show how the test subjects react when exposed to dual frequency 
components.  

             8 Hz Low  14 mm/s2

             8 Hz High  28 mm/s2

   a)       b) 
Figure 6. a) annoyance and b) acceptance from a pure 8 Hz signal of either low or high 
level vs. a combined signal of 8 Hz + a second low level frequency component of 10-17 
Hz. Signals 1-2 and 11-18. 

             Single frequency
             Dual frequencies

   a)       b) 
Figure 7. a) annoyance and b) acceptance from a pure 10, 12 or 14 Hz signal at high 
level vs. a combined signal where a second frequency component of 12-16 Hz at low level 
has been added. Signals 3, 5, 7 and 19-24. 

In Fig.6, the response from the pure 8 Hz signals is compared to the case where a second 
component of 10-17 Hz is added, signals 1-2 and 11-18. With the 8 Hz at low level there 
is an immediate difference in annoyance/acceptance for 8 Hz vs. 8 + 10 Hz. The 
annoyance increased from 1.5 to 3.7 and the acceptance dropped from 87% to 53%. 
When the second component’s frequency increases, test subjects are gradually less 
affected by the added component. With the 8 Hz component at high level there are only 
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small differences in terms of annoyance while the acceptance is lower when the second 
component is present. As an example, the acceptance dropped from 40% to 13% for 8 Hz 
vs. 8 + 10 Hz. 
In Fig. 7, pure 10, 12 and 14 Hz signals at high level are compared to signals where a 
second frequency component of 12-16 Hz at low level is added. Looking at the 10 Hz 
case, the change in annoyance is small but for the 12 and 14 Hz case the change is 
somewhat higher. The annoyance of 14 Hz is 3.3 while it is 5.4 for 14 + 16 Hz. The same 
tendency appears clearly in the acceptance. The acceptance for 10 Hz and 10 + 12 Hz is 
53% and 33% respectively while it for 14 Hz and 14 + 16 Hz is 73% and 7% 
respectively. 

One and two vs. three frequency components
Fig. 8-11 show how the test subjects react when exposed to signals containing up to three 
(up to five in one case) frequency components.
In Fig. 8 a pure 8 Hz signal at high level and an 8 + 10 Hz signal at high+low level are 
compared to signals where a third frequency component of 12-17 Hz at low or high level 
is added. Going from one to two components yield an annoyance increment of about one 
unit. Going from two to three components yield an annoyance increment of 
approximately half a unit if the third component is at low level and about one unit if it is 
at high level, this regardless of the frequency 12, 14 or 17 Hz. In terms of acceptance, the 
pure 8 Hz signal was accepted by 40% of the subjects while the rest of the signal 
combinations showed very low acceptance, 13% or below. 
Fig. 9 is similar to Fig. 8. The only difference is that the original pure 8 Hz signal is at 
low level. Here the increased annoyance is more evident. When adding the second 
frequency component, the annoyance increases from 1.5 to 3.7, i.e. about 2 units. When a 
third frequency component at low level is present the annoyance increases in average 
about half a unit further (3.5-4.7). If the third component is at high level the annoyance is 
in average about two units above the signal of two frequency components. If the third 
component lies close to the second component of 10 Hz in terms of frequency, the 
annoyance tends to be somewhat higher than if the component is more far away. The 
acceptance reflects the same tendency. For the two frequency component signal the 
acceptance is 53%. If a third component of 12 Hz at low level is added the acceptance 
drops to 33% but remains at 53% for a third component of 17 Hz. However, if the third 
17 Hz component is at high level, the acceptance is just 27%. 
In Fig. 10 the original signal is a pure 10 Hz vibration at high level and the two-frequency 
signal includes a 12 Hz component at low level. A third frequency of 14 or 16 Hz at low 
or high level forms the three component signal. The annoyance of the two component 
signal increases from 3.9 to 4.9 compared to the pure 10 Hz signal and the acceptance 
decreases from 53% to 33%. The effect of adding a third frequency component at low 
level is an annoyance of 6.6 and an acceptance of 13% when the third component is 14 
Hz. The subjects were a bit more tolerant if instead a 16 Hz component was added. The 
annoyance and acceptance is then 5.2 and 27% respectively.  
The result when the original signal is a pure 12 Hz vibration at high level is seen in Fig. 
11. A second frequency of 14 Hz at low level is added to form the two-frequency signal 
and for the case of three frequency components an additional component of 16 Hz at low 
or high level was present. The results of signals 43-44, which comprises five frequency 
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components according to Table 2 are shown as comparison. The tendency is similar to 
what has been presented in above figures. The second frequency component increases the 
annoyance from 3.5 to 5.6 and the acceptance drops heavily from 73% to 27%. The effect 
of adding the third component is somewhat less dramatic. The annoyance increases to 6.3 
and 6.9 and the acceptance is 0% and 13%at low and high level respectively.

            8 Hz (high)  / 8+10 Hz (high+low)
            8+10+12/14/17 Hz (high+low+low) 
            8+10+12/14/17 Hz (high+low+high)

   a)       b) 
Figure 8. a) annoyance and b) acceptance from a pure 8 Hz at high level, an 8+10Hz 
signal at high+low level and combined signals where a third frequency component of 12-
17 Hz of low or high level is added. Signals 1, 11 and 25-30. 

             8 Hz (low) / 8+10 Hz (low+low)
             8+10+12/14/17 Hz (low+low+low) 
             8+10+12/14/17 Hz (low+low+high)

   a)       b) 
Figure 9. a) annoyance and b) acceptance from a pure 8 Hz at low level, an 8+10Hz 
signal at low+low level and combined signals where a third frequency component of 12-
17 Hz of low or high level is added. Signals 2, 15 and 31-36. 
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             10 Hz (high) / 10+12 Hz (high+low)
             10+12+14/16 Hz (high+low+low) 
             10+12+14/16 Hz (high+low+high)

   a)       b) 
Figure 10. a) annoyance and b) acceptance from a pure 10 Hz at high level, an 10+12Hz 
signal at high+low level and combined signals where a third frequency component of 14 
and 16 Hz of low or high level is added. Signals 3, 19 and 37-40. 

          12 Hz (high) / 12+14 Hz (high+low)
             12+14+16 Hx (high+low+low) 
             12+14+16 Hz (high+low+high)                      
             Five frequency components 

   a)       b) 
Figure 11. a) annoyance and b) acceptance from a pure 12 Hz at high level, an 12+14Hz 
signal at high+low level, combined signals where a third frequency component of 16 Hz 
of low or high level is added and signals which contain five frequency components. 
Signals 5, 22 and 41-44.

Analysis, discussion and conclusions 

Some patterns and conclusions can immediately be drawn from the results presented in 
the previous section but also from results presented by a number of other authors in 
earlier studies. Floor vibration acceptance is primarily a matter of vibration amplitude 
and frequency characteristics according to the following three implications:   
1) As the vibration amplitude increases the annoyance increases and the acceptance 
decreases.
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2) In general, when the vibration frequencies increase but the amplitude remains constant, 
the annoyance decreases and the acceptance increases. 
3) The perception depends on the vibration’s composition in terms of number of 
frequency components and their frequency separation. 

Beating effect 
The second of the implications mentioned above enacts that the acceptance increases as 
the frequency increases. But this is only in general. For several cases reported here it is 
not valid. A signal that comprises two frequencies, say 14 and 16 Hz, should then, if it is 
assumed that the frequency components have equal amplitude, be judged with lower 
annoyance than a similar signal that comprises the frequencies 8 and 10 Hz. In Fig.12, 
selected signals from Fig. 6 and 7 are extracted for comparison. Each of them consists of 
two components with two Hz separation where the amplitude of the lower frequency 
(high level) is twice the amplitude of the higher one (low level).  It can be seen that they 
do not agree with implication 2, i.e. the annoyance will decrease as the frequency 
increases but instead the annoyance remains at about the same level independently of the 
frequency. The main reason why implication 2 is not valid in this case is probably the 
beating. Due to the frequency separation of 2 Hz there is in the summed signal a strong 
contribution of this 2 Hz beating component for all the actual signals and the perception 
of this beating component appears to dominate the perception from the original 
frequencies.
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Figure 12. Annoyance from signals built up of two frequencies (high+low level), all with 
2 Hz separation.

Multi Frequency weighting
Instead of having to deal with all the details of a vibration’s frequency characteristic it 
should be valuable to find a tool that makes a translation into a more manageable single 
parameter. A typical such parameter is the total energy of the signal but since it is well 
known that human perception depends on frequency it can be assumed that it is not 
enough just to look at the total energy. Instead a weighted parameter must be considered. 
However, the total energy will here serve as comparison. 
In ISO 2631-2 2003 [6] the acceleration frequency weighting curve called Wm is 
presented. The weighting factors are given in one-third-octave bands but in the following, 
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the weighting factors are interpolated to match each specific frequency component, see 
Table 5.

Table 5. ISO acceleration weighting factors for the specific frequency components used. 
Frequency 8 10 12 14 16 17
Weighting factor, wm 0.582 0.494 0.428 0.379 0.337 0.321

The frequency weighted acceleration is calculated according to Eq. 6 in which wmi is the 
weighting factor for the i:th frequency component, ai is the corresponding rms-
acceleration and aw is the weighted total acceleration. The total acceleration amplitudes 
for the tested signals, both weighted and un-weighted, are presented in Table 4. 

i
imiw awa 2               (6) 

Table 4. The test signals total rms-acceleration, weighted and un-weighted. 
# Freq.  
comp. 

Signal no. Amplitude 
8 Hz  

Amplitude 
10 Hz 

Amplitude 
12 Hz 

Amplitude 
14 Hz 

Amplitude 
16/17* Hz 

Total
amplitude, 
un-weighted

Weighted
total 

amplitude  
1 28 28.0 16.3 
2 14 14.0 8.1 
3 28 28.0 13.8 
4 14 14.0 6.9 
5 28 28.0 12.0 
6 14 14.0 6.0 
7 28 28.0 10.6 
8 14 14.0 5.3 
9 28 28.0 9.0 

1

10 14 14.0 4.5 
11 28 14 31.3 17.7 
12 28 14 31.3 17.4 
13 28 14 31.3 17.1 
14 28 14* 31.3 16.9 
15 14 14 19.8 10.7 
16 14 14 19.8 10.1 
17 14 14 19.8 9.7 
18 14 14* 19.8 9.3 
19 28 14 31.3 15.1 
20 28 14 31.3 14.8 
21 28 14 31.3 14.6 
22 28 14 31.3 13.1 
23 28 14 31.3 12.9 

2

24 28 14 31.3 11.8 
25 28 14 14 34.3 18.7 
26 28 14 14 34.3 18.5 
27 28 14 14* 34.3 18.3 
28 28 14 28 42.0 21.4 
29 28 14 28 42.0 20.6 
30 28 14 28* 42.0 19.9 
31 14 14 14 24.2 12.3 
32 14 14 14 24.2 11.9 
33 14 14 14* 24.2 11.6 
34 14 14 28 34.3 16.1 
35 14 14 28 34.3 15.1 
36 14 14 28* 34.3 14.0 
37 28 14 14 34.3 16.0 
38 28 14 14 34.3 15.7 

3

39 28 14 28 42.0 18.4 
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40 28 14 28 42.0 17.8 
41 28 14 14 34.3 13.9 
42 28 14 28 42.0 16.1 
43 2 20 3 28 18* 39.0 15.7 5
44 3 13 11 28 10* 34.4 13.8 

Prediction model
In order to find out to what degree the total energy (un-weighted total amplitude) and the 
frequency weighted acceleration (weighted total amplitude) correlates with the perceived 
averaged annoyance, a series of multiple linear regression analyses were performed. For 
each model, the statistical significance (95% confidence level) of the following potential 
parameters was tested: total amplitude (weighted and un-weighted), fundamental 
frequency (the lowest of the participating discrete frequencies, only in the case of two or 
more frequency components) and frequency separation (only in the case of two frequency 
components).  In Table 6, grouped with respect of the number of frequencies, the best 
fitted models in terms of R-squared adjusted and mean absolute error is shown. 

Table 6a) Regression models in the form of: 
separationFrequencydfreqlFundamentacAmplitudebaAnnoyance . .

Coefficients 
No. freq. 

comp. 
a)

Constant
b)

Amplitude
c)

Fund freq.
d)

Freq. sep. 

Mean
absolute

error
R2 adj. 

(%)
1 -1.68 0.19 - - 0.43 80.7
2 -1.63 0.27 0.15 0 0.51 81.1

3 or more 0.99 0.15 0 - 0.47 68.0
2 or more -0.72 0.19 0 - 0.58 78.8

Table 6b) Regression models in the form of: 
separationFrequencydfreqlFundamentacamplitudeWeightedbaAnnoyance . 

Coefficients 
No. freq. 

comp. 
a)

Constant
b)

Weighted
amplitude 

c)
Fund freq.

d)
Freq. sep. 

Mean
absolute

error

R2 adj. 
(%)

1 -1.26 0.39 - - 0.28 94.2
2 -4.21 0.45 0.28 0 0.37 89.0

3 or more -1.14 0.33 0.21 - 0.31 82.8
2 or more -3.17 0.43 0.24 - 0.48 84.7

As expected, the regression analysis gave better mathematical models in the cases where 
weighted amplitude was used in stead of un-weighted. The degree of explanation is 
higher and the mean absolute error is less. The frequency separation was not found to be 
statistically significant while the fundamental frequency indeed was. If the fundamental 
frequency was omitted from Table 6b), i.e. the annoyance is a function of the weighted 
amplitude only, the R-squared adjusted is 74.4 and 75.7 % for the cases of 2 and 3 or 
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more frequency components respectively. So, when the frequency weighted total 
amplitude is used as the only parameter to describe the annoyance, the R2-adjusted is 
lower for multi frequency cases compared to sinusoidal. This fact leads to an important 
indication, namely that ISO’s frequency weighting Wm works well as long as a single 
sinusoidal is concerned but is less accurate in terms of a limited set of discrete frequency 
components. 
 It is also shown in Table 6b) that a joint model for all signals containing two or more 
frequency components only has a minor effect on the degree of explanation. Regression 
models of higher polynomial order were tested but no evidence for invoking such 
parameters could be found. 
For the prediction model to be extra valuable when it comes to floor design, the averaged 
annoyance must be related to the averaged acceptance. A linear regression analysis gives 
the relation according to Eq.7 where R-squared adjusted is 94.8% and mean absolute 
error 0.054 units. 

AnnoyanceAcceptance 16.013.1            (7) 

Then a delicate issue follows. What level of Acceptance is acceptable? A simple answer 
could be that a floor is not acceptable unless 100% of the occupants could accept its 
vibration properties. However, such an attitude is somewhat naive and it is normally 
accepted that not all can be pleased. An acceptance level of 50% for the actual type of 
laboratory test might be appropriate [22], meaning that if the parameter Acceptance is 
50% or higher, the floor is generally judged as acceptable. The argument for this 
relatively low level is that during these special tests, the subjects tend to be significantly 
more critical than they should have been during more realistic circumstances. It follows 
from Eq. 7 that the Annoyance is equal to 4 (3.94 exactly) when the Acceptance is 0.50. 
The following prediction models are proposed for calculating the annoyance of floor 
vibration in home- and office environment on an 11-point scale ranging from zero to ten.  

Sinusoidal case: 
amplitudetotalWeightedAnnoyance   39.026.1

Multiple frequency case: 
frequencylFundamentaamplitudetotalWeightedAnnoyance 24.0  43.017.3

      Where amplitude is given in mm/s2 rms and frequency in Hz. 
      Frequency weighting, Wm, according to ISO 2631-2 2003.    

Interpretation:  If Annoyance  4, the floor is acceptable 
   If Annoyance > 4, the floor is unacceptable 
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In Fig. 13, the predicted annoyance is compared with the observed data. It is seen that the 
predicted annoyance agrees well to the observed. The annoyance difference is less than 
±1.00 units for all of the 44 signals whereas 26 of them lie within ±0.50 units. 
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Figure 13. Observed vs. predicted annoyance. 

Application
The suggested prediction model can also be used in parameter studies. If, for instance, the 
fundamental frequency of a floor is 8 Hz and its response amplitude is 14 mm/s2, what is 
then the maximum allowable amplitude of a second natural frequency at 10 Hz if the 
floor still should be acceptable? Fig. 14 presents a number of predictions from such 
questions at issued. For cases when the fundamental frequency is 8 or 10 Hz of varied 
amplitudes, the maximal amplitude for a second component at different frequencies is 
predicted. The tendency that successively higher amplitudes are tolerated as the 
frequency increases stands out.
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Figure 14. Predicted maximum amplitudes of a second component for acceptance in the 
presence of a fundamental frequency of a) 8 Hz and b) 10 Hz. 
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New design criteria to come 
One important reason that makes it so hard to find a robust, but at the same time simple, 
design criterion is the fact that depending on the floor’s nature, different properties are in 
focus. For floors with resonant behaviour, it should be adequate just to look at the 
fundamental frequency if, and only if, higher natural frequencies can be neglected. The 
next question to arise is then where to set the limit of “higher frequencies”? The answer, 
as long as human activities are concerned, could be a limit set to 20 Hz which is about the 
frequency for the eight harmonic from fast walking.  
However, many floors can not be treated that simple. The general recommendation must 
therefore be to 1) include natural frequencies other than the fundamental and that 2) 
parameters other than the total energy is used if highest possible accuracy is wanted. The 
beating effect is according to the present study a main key but whether the corresponding 
frequency separation is best treated as a design parameter of its own or if it should be 
complemented/combined by others is a task that hopefully future research will answer.
An important conclusion is that the suggested prediction model for annoyance based 
upon the ISO Wm weighting, constitutes a valuable evaluation method that seems to 
handle the difficulties with single vs. multiple frequency response in a decent way. 
However, it seems not to be adequate to use the ISO weighting directly for prediction – 
or even for comparison between signals - since the Wm weighting underestimate the 
importance of multiple frequency components. The ISO weighting handles single 
frequencies well and even though it has not been tested here, it could be the case that it 
also handles more broadband like signals well, but for signals that comprises two to three 
well defined discrete frequencies – a situation where the beating effect is significant but 
also a situation that might occur for real floors – it is not accurate enough. An objection 
to use this one-third-octave band frequency weighting in general design guides is that it 
might be experienced as a too extensive procedure by potential users.
It must be pointed out that floor vibration and human perception indeed are very complex 
topics and this paper have mainly been focusing on the effect of the number of natural 
frequencies in the range of walking response. Parameters that certainly are of great 
importance but have been omitted here are for example damping and for lightweight 
floors the so important springiness. The response is also a function of location in the 
room that might need consideration. Several limitations also occur in the prediction of 
vibration response, not the least to find a mathematical model that describe the walking 
process in a different way than a frequency spike from a sinusoidal walking pace and its 
harmonics.  
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Abstract

A lightweight steel framed floor was tested in a laboratory for eight different configurations. 
Continuous/lumped main support, support/unsupported free long sides and 
concrete/plasterboard as top layer constitutes the parameters that were varied during through 
test. The dynamic properties were revealed by modal analysis and subjective evaluations in 
terms of body perception and perception from vibrating articles were carried out. The results 
showed that the tested parameter that affects the floor most was the top layer. The semi-heavy 
weight floor with concrete layer was in general judged with higher acceptance than the 
lightweight floor having plaster boards on the top.
Additionally, the lightweight floor was used in a series of experiments where the effect of 
modified support and the effect of adding line loads of various degree of mechanical 
connection were tested. This part aims to simulate how the dynamics of a floor stepwise 
might change in the chain going from the bare floor to the floor installed inside a real 
building. The results showed that the line loads’ mass and stiffness influence the floor in 
terms of changed natural frequencies. Depending on where on the floor the loads are located, 
different modes were affected and depending on how the loads were connected to the floor the 
gained stiffness varied slightly.

Introduction

It is often of great interest, or even a demand, to determine a floor structure’s vibration 
properties.  It can be to verify that the floor inside a new-built building fulfils some promised 
requirements but as well as a natural step in the development process of a new construction. A 
special difficulty is the fact that the vibration response of a bare floor in a laboratory is not the 
same as if the same floor is installed in a real building. The floor vibration properties from the 
laboratory measurements can therefore not automatically be assumed to be valid for the real 
in situ floor. One main reason is to be found in the different boundary conditions. In the 
laboratory, it is easier to either get full control of the boundary conditions in terms of 
supported walls, external loads etc or to “isolate” the floor by grounded support in such a way 
that the influence from the surroundings is minimized and then only the floor properties itself 
are recorded. As soon as the floor become built-in inside a real building the floor interact with 
the surrounding construction parts and therefore, a general floor vibration test will measure 
not the genuine floor properties but the properties of the total system which is the floor and its 
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surroundings. As a complication, it is often troublesome to predict the surroundings’ influence 
and it is difficult to estimate each construction part’s contribution. The support of the floor, 
partitions and external loads do all influence the system’s dynamics and thereby its vibration 
response.
The objective of this paper is to put some phenomena, of the whole chain from laboratory to 
complete building, in focus. A step by step analysis will show the effect to a laboratory floor 
when adding mass and stiffness in different ways as well as the effect of different and 
modified supports. A FE-model is used to simulate the bare floor vibration response and to 
simulate some of the modifications. Dynamic measurements of the floor are performed for all 
steps and the results are compared to the FE model for validation. Subjective evaluations for 
eight different floor set-ups are carried out to get a hint of the human reaction to some of the 
modifications.

The tested floor

The floor used trough all the experiments is a steel framed floor according to Fig. 1. The span 
is 6.0m and the width is 3.6m. It consists of load bearing C-profiled beams joined together by 
two rim beams. A profiled sheet metal adds stiffness transverse the main beams and as top-
layer serves either two layer of 15mm plaster boards or a 50mm layer of concrete. The ceiling 
consists of a double layer of plasterboards resiliently connected to the C-beams by flexible 
ceiling joists. The ceiling joists act like a spring and the purpose with its design is to reduce 
vertical sound- and vibration transmission. The floor is connected to a tubular beam which in 
turn rests upon rigid concrete supports. The support was chosen both to get access to the 
ceiling get as close as possible to grounded condition, i.e. trying to avoid any interaction 
between floor and support in vertical direction in order to measure the true vibration response 
of the floor. Even though no precise limit exists, the floor is to be categorized as “lightweight” 
when plasterboard is used as covering and as “semi-heavyweight” in the case of concrete 
covering. The weight of the floor is about 70 and 170 kg/m2 for the plasterboard and concrete 
case respectively. 

1
2

3a

4
5

1)   2x15mm plasterboard 
       (or 50mm concrete) 
2)   31mm profiled sheet metal 
       (18mm in case of concrete) 
3a) 350mm C-beam, t=2.0, c600 
3b) 354mm rim beam, t=2.0 
4)   25mm ceiling joist 
5)   2x13mm plasterboard 
6)   8x250x150mm tubular beam 
7)   80mm wide concrete support 

3b

6

7

Figure 1. Section of the tested floor with its support.

The modal parameters of the floor were tested for eight different configurations. Besides, 
complementary subjective evaluations were performed. For all configurations, the floor was 
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assumed to be bare, without any significant effect from the surroundings. The eight test set-
ups originate from three variables that each can be varied in two ways. The floor covering is 
either plasterboard or concrete, the connection between the tubular beam and the concrete 
support is either continuous or by four points, one at each corner, and finally the two long 
sides are either free or supported by three vertical floor braces, three at each side. The 
configurations are numbered 1-8 according to Table 1 with numbers given in chronological 
order as they were tested. 

Table 1. The eight different setups of the floor. 
Setup No Covering Main support Long sides 

1 Plasterboard Continuous Supported
2 Plasterboard Continuous Free
3 Plasterboard Corners Free
4 Plasterboard Corners Supported
5 Concrete Corners Free
6 Concrete Corners Supported
7 Concrete Continuous Free
8 Concrete Continuous Supported

Finite element model of the floor

In order to get better understanding of the dynamic behaviour of the floor and to get a tool for 
parametric studies of changes of the floor a three dimensional finite element (FE) model was 
developed. The model is built up part by part as follows. 
Top layer, plasterboards / concrete - homogenous isotropic plate, shell elements. 
Sheet metal – slender beam elements in transverse direction.
C-beam – beam elements. 
Rim beam – beam elements. 
Ceiling joist – spring elements combined with beam elements 
Ceiling plasterboards – homogenous isotropic plate, shell elements. 
Tubular beam – beam elements. 
Concrete supports – grounded. 

All elements are used with isotropic material characteristic where the related cross sections 
and densities corresponds to either measured or calculated data from the floor parts. The 
isotropic assumption should be in agreement wit the real floor’s properties besides the sheet 
metal which indeed is orthotropic. Its stiffness in transverse direction is considerable higher 
compared to the main direction. In the model, this behaviour is obtained by beam elements 
which yield the correct stiffness in transverse direction with only minor contribution to the 
stiffness in main direction. As an alternative, the sheet metal can be modelled by orthotropic 
shell elements.  
The nodes of the Tubular beams control the main boundary condition. Depending on the type 
of support either all nodes or the four corner nodes are clamped.  
Looking at a more detail level, some additional restrains have been used. The sheet metal and 
top layer are restrained to the C-beams for both translations and rotations and the same apply 
to the rim beams in relation to the tubular beams.  
The first two natural frequencies in the vertical direction are shown in Table 1. The first 
frequency f1 refers to the fundamental frequency, a bending mode of first order and the second 
frequency f2 refers to the first torsion mode.
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Table 2. The first two natural frequencies obtained from the FE model for the eight setups. 
Setup # 

Freq.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

f1 (Hz) 10.3 10.2 10.0 10.1 8.1 10.1 8.5 10.3
f2 (Hz) 12.8 10.6 10.6 12.7 9.5 18.7 9.6 19.8

Dynamic measurement and subjective evaluation of the bare floor

Dynamic measurement
In the dynamic measurement, the input force was generated by a LDS v406 electromagnetic 
shaker in conjunction with an amplifier LDS PA100E. The force was measured by a Brüel 
and Kjær (B&K) transducer type 8001 combined with a B&K  charge amplifier type 2635 and 
the response by accelerometers B&K type 4508. B&K type 2827 served as front-end and 
B&K’s Pulse® was used as software. The input force was applied to one of the C-beams from 
underneath. The response was measured in total 154 points, 77 on the floor surface and 77 on 
the ceiling, equally distributed to each surface respectively to represent the averaged spatial 
response.
The response from walking traffic was measured in defined observation points described 
below. The acceleration was measured in both vertical and horizontal direction. 

Results
The first two natural frequencies and related damping ratios are presented in Table 3 
It can there be seen that the fundamental frequency for the plasterboard cases set-ups were 
found to be in the interval 10.1-10.4 Hz while it for the concrete cases was 10.0-11.7 Hz. In 
the cases of support at the long sides the fundamental frequency, f1, was about 1 Hz higher 
(1.3 Hz for No 1 vs. No 8 and 0.9 Hz for No 4 vs. No 6) when using concrete as top layer 
compared to the plasterboard but when the long sides where left free, the fundamental 
frequency was not affected by the kind of top layer (0.0 Hz for No 2 vs. 7 and 0.1 Hz for No 3 
vs. No 5).
In a similar way, the long side supports, compared to free sides, did only affect the 
fundamental frequency when concrete was used, 1.4 Hz higher, (for both No 5-6 and for No 
7-8) but almost nothing (0.2 Hz for No 1 vs. No 2 and 0.1 Hz for No 3 vs. No 4) in the case of 
plasterboards.
The type of main support, continuous vs. corners, shows minor changes of 0.1-0.3 Hz 
increment of the fundamental frequency for the continuous support (0.1 Hz for No 1 vs. No 4, 
0.2 Hz for No 2 vs. No 3, 0.3 Hz for No 5 vs. No 7 and 0.3 Hz for No 6 vs. No 8).
The second natural frequency, f2, corresponds to the first torsion mode and is very much 
affected by the support at the long sides. In the plasterboard cases, the frequency increases 
from about 13.5 Hz to about 15.3 Hz after installing the support. The spatial averaged FRF:s 
are presented in Fig. 2  and corresponding mode shapes in Fig. 3. 
Note that at around 14 Hz there is a mode with high similarity to the fundamental one when 
plasterboard is used and at around 14-16 Hz in the concrete case. For this mode, the shape of 
the floor surface is the same as for the fundamental mode while the ceiling oscillates as a 
second order bending mode in the main direction, i.e. with two bellies having opposite phase 
to each other. 
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Table 3. Frequency (f) and damping ratio ( ) for the fundamental mode (f1) and the first 
torsion mode (f2). 

f1 f2
Setup No f (Hz) (%) f (Hz) (%)

1 10.4 1.9 15.2 0.8
2 10.3 1.3 13.5 0.6
3 10.1 1.3 13.6 0.6
4 10.3 1.5 15.3 0.8
5 10.0 1.2 12.0 1.5
6 11.4 1.5 16.4 1.1
7 10.3 1.4 10.8 1.5
8 11.7 2.0 16.4 0.9

-70.0

-30.0

-60.0

-50.0

-40.0

 8.000  20.00 12.00  16.00
Frequency (Hz)

1
Gypsum, Continuous, 
Supported edges 

2
Gypsum, Continuous, 
Free edges 

3
Gypsum, Corners, Free 
edges

4
Gypsum, Corners, 
Supported edges 

 a) 

-70.0

-30.0

-60.0

-50.0

-40.0

 8.000  20.00 12.00  16.00
Frequency (Hz)

5
Concrete, Corners, Free 
edges

6
Concrete, Continuous, 
Supported edges 

7
Concrete, Continuous, 
Free edges 

8
Concrete, Continuous, 
Supported edges 

 b) 

Figure 2. Spatial averaged FRF:s of 77 points of the floor surface. a) with plasterboards and 
b) with concrete as top layer. 
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b

Figure 3, Mode shapes of the a) fundamental frequency and b) first torsion mode. 

a
Floor surface 

mental frequency an
Ceiling surface

Comparison with FE model
The obtained dynamic results are in Table 4 compared with those results from the FE model . 
It can be seen that the first mode is predicted accurately for setup No 1-4 (plaster board) while 
for setup No 5-8 (concrete) the mode is predicted with lower frequencies (1.3-1.9 Hz) 
compared with measurements. Mode number two is underestimated in frequency (0.8-3.0 Hz) 
which indicates that the model for some reason proves to have a lack of stiffness in transverse 
direction. Overall, the frequency shift from one setup to another is better predicted than the
frequencies in absolute figures. 

Table 4. 
FE model Measured

Setup No f1 (Hz) f2 (Hz) f1 (Hz) f2 (Hz) 
1 10.3 12.8 10.4 15.2
2 10.2 10.6 10.3 13.5
3 10.0 10.6 10.1 13.6
4 10.1 12.7 10.3 15.3
5 8.1 9.5 10.0 12.0
6 10.1 18.7 11.4 16.4
7 8.5 9.6 10.3 10.8
8 10.3 19.8 11.7 16.4

Subjective evaluations
The subjective evaluations were performed in accordance to a procedure fully described by
Talja et al. [1] but an overview is here given. The evaluation consists of two parts; in the first, 
which is about body perception, the test subject sits on a chair in the “observation point” 
while the experiment leader walks along the floor in one of two predefined routes. If the 
fundamental floor frequency is found to be above 10 Hz, Talja stipulates a walking pace of 2 
Hz, while the pace in the case of a fundamental frequency below 10 Hz should be adjusted so
that a complete number of harmonics exactly match the actual frequency. The walking pace 
should be set as high as possible without exceeding 2 Hz, e.g. if the fundamental frequency is 
9.0 Hz, the corresponding walking pace should be 1.8 Hz. The leader walks back and forth 
over floor, passing the subject three times. The subject’s observation point is 60 cm from the
walking line, see Fig 4 for walking lines and observation points. The test subject marked in a 
protocol the intensity of the body perception and the degree of acceptance.
The second evaluation is about vibration articles. Four different articles each with a special 
vibration/sound pattern has been used; clinking of a coffee cup (a cup together with a saucer 
and a spoon), leaf movements of a 30-40 cm high pot plant, rippling of water in a glass bowl 
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and chinking of a glass pane. The objects were put, one at a time, on a 1.2 m. high tripod 
besides the glass pane which was mounted vertically on the side of the tripod by mirror hooks. 
The tripod was placed at observation point 1 and the test subject stood at observation point 3 
while the experimental leader walked along the path according to Fig. 4a.  

 a) b)

  1 
3

 2 

Figure 4. Walking lines and observation points used for subjective evaluations of vibration 
intensity (point 1 and 2), and for subjective evaluations of articles (tripod in point 1, test 
subject in point 3).

When judging, the subjects were instructed to assume that the floor was a part of a living 
room in a new building. A course four point scale ranging from zero to three was used in 
accordance to Talja et al; the vibration intensity is assessed as imperceptible (3), barely
perceptible (2), clearly perceptible (1) or strongly perceptible (0) and the vibration 
acceptability is assed as absolutely acceptable (3) , yes – acceptable (2) , no – unacceptable 
(1) or absolutely unacceptable (0). The principle of assessment is shown in Fig. 5. 

Intensity of vibration Acceptability of vibration 
  The vibration is   Is the floor acceptable in a new built living room?

- imperceptible (3)   - absolutely acceptable (3) 
- barely perceptible (2)  -   yes, acceptable (2) 
- clearly perceptible (1)   -    no, unacceptable (1) 
- strongly perceptible (0)   -   absolutely unacceptable (0)

Test protocol Intensity Acceptability
3 2 1 0 3 2 1 0

Body perception
Clinking of a coffee cup
Leaf movements of a pot plant
Water rippling in a glass bowl
Chinking of a glass pane

Figure 5. Assessment principles for subjective body perception and perception of vibration 
articles due to floor vibration. 

Results
Ten test subjects, all university personnel, took part in this study. In Fig.6, the outcome of the 
body perception tests is shown for the two walking paths, along the centre and along the edge 
of the floor. (Note that the latter test was not performed for setup No1) The means together 
with 95% LSD-interval can be seen in the diagrams. The subjects are in general critical to the 
floor and none of the set-ups is judged as acceptable. The best floor – but still not good – is 
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set-up No 8 where the mean intensity/acceptance is within the interval 0.7-1.0. The actual set-
up which is concrete, continuous and supported long sides, also represents the stiffest set-up.

Figure 6. Rating of vibration from walking along the centre of floor; a) intensity and b) 
acceptance and from walking along the edge of the floor; c) intensity and d) acceptance. 
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The outcome from the vibrating article tests is more positive and the results vary more 
between the floor set-ups. The acceptance for the four articles is presented in Fig. 7.The leaf 
movements of the pot plant shows about the same acceptance for all test set-up but for the 
remaining three articles, there is a difference depending on the top layer. A majority of the 
mean acceptance values are significantly higher for the concrete cases compared to 
plasterboards. In absolute figures the acceptance ranges for the concrete and plasterboard 
layer respectively are; 2.2-3.0 and 1.4-1.8 for the coffee cup, 1.7-2.1 and 1.0-1.2 for the glass 
bowl and 1.2-2.0 and 0.2-0.6 for glass pane.

Figure 7. Vibration acceptance from articles, a) clinking of a coffee cup, b) leaf movements of 
a pot plant, c) water rippling in a glass bowl and d) chinking of a glass pane.  
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Step by step analysis

A series of dynamic measurements was performed as a step by step procedure to get a hint of 
how different changes of the surroundings, corresponding to different installation steps of the 
floor into a real building, affect its dynamic properties. The experimental set-up and 
measurement procedure was the same as described previously. Setup No 3 – plasterboards, 
corners, free long sides - was used for all tests described here. The experiment was performed 
according to the following three approaches; 1) Line loads in two different directions in 
combination with different type of mountings, 2) Mass loaded supports and 3) Reinforced 
supports.
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Line loads with different mountings
The use of line loads is a way to represent lightweight partition walls in a real building, 
although the representation is a substantial simplification of a true partition. The line load 
consists of two glulam beams joined together to form one complete timber beam with the 
length of 3.76m and with an approximate weight of 215 kg. One or two complete beams were 
used at the same time. The beams were put to the floor along the short sides (i.e. at the 
support), in the center in both main – and transverse direction, in ¼-point in transverse 
direction and a combination where beams in centre and ¼-point (both transverse) were used 
simultaneously, Fig. 8. 

4
1a 2 3 1b

Figure 8. Placement of the line loads in terms timber beams. 1a) and 1b) over the supports, 2) 
centre transverse 3) ¼-point transverse and 4) centre main.

Also different types of mountings of the beams to the floor were tested. In its simplest way
the beams were lying freely, with no mounting to the floor. In the next step angle bars were 
attached to the glulam beam in seven positions, directly over the load bearing C-beams, each 
bar on successive opposite side of the timber beam in transverse direction. The angle bars 
were connected to the floor by screws of different length. A short variant fixed to the sheet 
metal while a longer screw was used for connection to the C-beams. See Fig. 9 for details. 

Screw to sheet metal

Screw to C-beamTimber beam 

Figure 9. Mounting of the complete timber beam to the floor. 

A comparison between the different setups of transverse line loads connected to the sheet 
metal is shown in Fig. 10. The fundamental frequency varied just a few tenths of a hertz 
indicating that the increasing stiffness and mass level out one another in these cases. The first
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torsion mode was more affected. It dropped from originally 13.6 Hz to 13.0 Hz with the line 
load at ¼-point, to 12.7 Hz at ½-point and to 12.1 Hz when the two line loads were combined. 
It is clear that the added mass have a significant effect for this mode. 
Fig. 11 shows the corresponding case where the line load is applied to the centre line in main 
direction. Here there is a stiffness gain for the fundamental mode and its frequency increases 
by 0.3 Hz to 10.4 Hz. The torsion mode is almost unaffected (+0.1 Hz). 

-70.0

-30.0

-60.0

-50.0

-40.0

 8.000  20.00 12.00  16.00
Frequency (Hz)

Gypsum, Corners, Free 
edges 

Line load ½, across, 
mounted to sheet metal 

Line load ¼, across, 
mounted to sheet metal 

Line loads ½ and ¼, across, 
mounted to sheet metal

Figure 10. FRF:s that show the effect of adding line loads to the floor in transverse direction, 
in ½-point (———), in ¼-point (—··)and ½- and ¼-points simultaneously (-----). Reference 
case (———) for comparison.
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Figure 11. FRF:s showing the effect of adding a line load to the centre of floor in main 
direction, (—··). Reference case (———) and across line load (———) for comparison. 

Gypsum, Corners, Free 
edges 

Line load ½, across, 
mounted to sheet metal 

Line load ½ along, 
mounted to sheet metal 

The importance of mounting technique of the line loads is presented in Fig. 12 for the 
transverse ½-point case. As expected, the stiffness gets higher as the degree of mechanical 
connection of the timber beam to the floor construction increases which is clearly seen for the 
second natural frequency, the torsion mode. Originally the frequency is 13.6 Hz and as the 
timber beam is placed freely on the floor it drops to 12.4 Hz. When the beams then are 
connected to the structure, first by screws to the sheet metal and then by screws to the C-
beams, the natural frequency increases to 12.7 Hz and 12.8 Hz respectively.
Fig. 13 shows the situation when the line load is placed in the main direction of the floor and 
attached by screws either to the sheet metal or to the C-beams. There is an influence of the 
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fundamental frequency due to the increased stiffness. The frequency increases from 10.1 Hz 
in the reference case to 10.4 Hz and 10.5 Hz when screws are mounted to the sheet metal and 
to the C-beams respectively.  
The stiffness gain due to attachment to the C-beams instead of the sheet metal is minor in both 
of the two shown cases. It can be explained by the fact that, although its inherent stiffness is 
significantly lower compared to the C-beams, the combined package of sheet metal and 
plasterboard is closely mounted to C-beams by screw connections. Then, composite action 
occur, and the C-beams’ stiffness are utilised even though the glulam beam is not mounted 
directly to the C-beams. 
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Frequency (Hz)

Figure 12. FRF:s that show the effect of different degree of mechanical connection of the 
timber beam to the floor structure in the case of a transverse centre line load. No connection 
(———), mounting screws to sheet metal (—··) and mounting screws to C-beams (-----). 
Reference case (———) for comparison. 
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Frequency (Hz)

Gypsum, Corners, Free 
edges 

Line load ½, across, no 
mechanical connection 

Line load ½, across, 
mounted to sheet metal 

Line load ½, across, 
mounted to C-beams 

Gypsum, Corners, Free 
edges 

Line load ½, along, 
mounted to sheet metal 

Line load ½, along, 
mounted to C-beams 

Figure 13. FRF:s that show the effect of different degree of mechanical connection of the 
timber beam to the floor structure in the case of a centre line load along the floor’s main 
direction. Mounting screws to sheet metal (———) and mounting screws to C-beams (—··).
Reference case (———) for comparison. 
Mass loaded support
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The same timber beams were now placed with no mechanical attachment on the short sides of 
the floor, just above the supports, one beam to each support. The fundamental frequency 
increased by 0.6 Hz to 10.7 Hz and the torsion mode with 0.2 Hz to 13.8 Hz, see Fig. 14. The 
added timber acts like a motion resistor and the support takes one step further on the scale 
from pinned towards clamped condition. 
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Frequency (Hz)

Gypsum, Corners, Free 
edges 

Line load to the supports 

Reinforced supports

Figure 14. FRF:s showing the effect of adding mass on the floor above the supports (———)
and the effect of stiffen up the supports by U-profiled beams connected to each C-beam (—
··). Reference case (———) for comparison. 

Reinforced support
In an attempt to further increase the stiffness of the system the supports were modified by in 
total 14 U-profiled beams of 600 mm length, each connected to the tubular beam and to the 
rim beam with proper distances in between. The U-beams were mounted with a centre 
distance of 600mm, i.e. the same as the C-beams. The details are found in Figure 15 and the 
resulting FRF in Fig. 14. The FRF is almost the same as for the reference case except of the 
fundamental frequency. The original frequency peak has been split into two – one of higher 
and one of lower frequency than original. The two mode shapes are similar and the reasonable 
explanation is that the stiffness for some practical mounting reason did not become identical 
for the two supports after the reinforcement.  
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Rim beam U-beam 

C- beam 

Figure 15. U-profiled beams (cross section to the right) was added to the support (left) Five 
screws positioned in the rib centre together with spacers where appropriate were used for 
mounting.

Simulations through FE modelling
Some of the mentioned modifications were also simulated by the FE model. Table 5 compares 
the obtained frequency shift of the fundamental mode and of the first torsion mode, simulated 
by the FE model and measured experimentally, for the cases where line loads were applied. 
The measurements used for comparison were obtained with the gluelam beams mounted to 
the C-beams. Concerning the fundamental frequency, the mass properties of the load 
dominate over the stiffness resulting in somewhat lower frequencies in the FE model. For the 
measurement case, the opposite occurred – the stiffness dominated the mass – yielding 
slightly higher frequencies. The deviation of frequency shift between model and 
measurements is 0.4-0.8 Hz.  
For the torsion mode, the frequency increased for all cases with use of the FE model while the 
measurements shows a mix of increased and decreased frequencies. The frequency decreases 
as the line loads are positioned in transverse direction but increases when they are put in the 
main direction. The deviation of frequency shift between model and measurements is 0.3-1.4 
Hz.
In the FE model, the nodes of the gluelam beams were locked to the corresponding nodes of 
the C-beams. It must be assumed that this theoretical coupling is stronger than in reality 
which should lead to higher degree of composite action and then also to higher stiffness 
compared to the real floor. Thus the obtained FE results for the torsion mode is what can be 
expected but when it comes to fundamental mode the results is the opposite.  

Table 5. Frequency shift when line loads are applied at different positions. 
FE model Measured

Line loads f1 (Hz) f2 (Hz) f1 (Hz) f2 (Hz) 
½ transverse -0.5 -0.5 +0.1 -0.8
¼ transverse -0.2 -0.2 +0.2 -0.5

½ + ¼ transverse -0.7 -0.7 +0.1 -1.3
½ main -0.1 0 +0.4 +0.1

at supports 0 0 +0.6 +0.2
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Analysis, discussion and conclusions

Subjective evaluations and dynamics
The negative results of the body perception tests seemed initially somewhat perplex. All the 
floor set-ups were by margin treated as unacceptable which was not expected, at least not for 
the concrete layer setups. During the experiments, the walking response was measured both 
horizontally and vertically and the total acceleration was found to be considerably lower than 
the vertical. However, a frequency analysis in horizontal direction indicated a major response 
at around 5 Hz and a further dynamic test revealed that the experimental setup suffers from a 
strong natural frequency of 5.1 Hz. The procedure of the test was that one tubular beam was 
excited horizontally by an impulse force while the response was measured in three spots; on 
the rim joist, on the tubular beam and on the concrete support. Since the response on the 
concrete supports is significantly lower that the others it is suggested that the natural 
frequency is a result of vibration at the junction between concrete support and tubular beam. 
The result is seen in Fig. 16. 
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Figure 16.  Horizontal acceleration due to an impulse force to the tubular beam, natural 
frequency at 5.1 Hz. 

To get subjective opinions without interference from horizontal vibration, the tubular beams 
were removed from the setup, i.e. the rim joist rested directly on the concrete supports. A new 
test, referred to as test No 9, regarding the body perception was then performed with identical 
conditions as setup No 5; concrete layer, corner supported and free long sides. A dramatic 
change in perception was then achieved. The medium acceptance increased to 2.0 units and 
the floor set-up is therefore considered as acceptable. See Fig. 17 for details.  

Centre walking

Test No.

Figure 17. Rating of vibration from walking along the centre of floor; a) intensity and b). Test 
No 9 is identical to test No 5 besides that the tubular support beams have been removed 
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The presented results show the importance of considering not only vertical but also horizontal 
vibration in a floor construction. Although the effect might not be as dramatic as here 
reported, the horizontal contribution from walking might still significantly affect the 
perception inside a real building, all dependent on how the floor is installed. Even though the 
response in horizontal direction should be low in comparison to the vertical, it should not be 
neglected since interaction effects, e.g. beating, could occur in conjunction with the vertical 
response leading to severe adverse marks. The perception from multiple frequency vibration 
was discussed by Ljunggren et al. [2]. 
It can be seen from the actual study that in presence of horizontal vibration, although the body 
perception was unacceptable, the vibration of articles was accepted (as long as the concrete 
layer is concerned). Thus, the vibrating articles seem not to be affected by the actual low 
frequent horizontal vibration and the explanation is probably that the articles do not respond 
greatly to that limited input frequency range. In order to get the spoon to clink against the 
coffee cup, or to get the pot plant to swing, another type of force input - more broad banded or 
more high frequent- is required to get an adverse perception. It could also be the case that 
vibrating articles in general should be of considerable less concern compared to body 
perception but that suggestion is rejected by Talja et al [3]. It was there shown that besides the 
coffee cup that indeed was judged with higher acceptance, the vibrating articles showed a 
tendency towards slightly higher acceptance that the body perception. However, the 
discrepancy was not at all on such a level that it could explain the large deviation in the actual 
tests No 1-8. 

Step by step analysis’ relation to a real building
To fully understand and predict the response from a floor mounted into a real building is a 
complex topic with considerable difficulties. Parameters like the exact boundary condition, 
the exact dynamic properties of the surroundings, the effect of partitions etc. must be known. 
A few of theses parameters were treated in the foregoing experiments where among other 
things gluelam beams were used to simulate the effect of partitions as well as walls standing 
on the support affecting the boundary conditions. The additional weight and stiffness affect 
the natural frequencies of the floor, typical up to 1.5-2.0 Hz and the damping should expect to 
increase due to the introduced friction between floor and partition but also inside the partition. 
Naturally, the influence greatly depends upon the partition’s construction and depending on 
the direction of the partition, various modes are affected differently. The various techniques of 
mechanical connection tested were not found to be of any major importance.  
The experiment with the mass loaded support shows a relatively large increment of the natural 
frequency. Even though the obtained difference only was 0.6 Hz, it must be noted that a 
corresponding wall in a real building could, due to expected higher stiffness and mass, affect 
the result even more. The stiffer and heavier wall, the more clamp like support is obtained. 

Other parameters
Although hardly mentioned at all, it must be stated that the amount of damping affects the 
floor performance significantly. The damping ratio can for a laboratory floor be about one 
percent while a floor inside a building can possess a damping ratio of more than ten percent 
[4]. Since the acceptance, especially from impulse like sources, is higher for damped vibration 
it is easy to realise its important. A specific problem concerning damping is that there exist no 
engineering methods to predict the damping within a construction. Instead, data from 
measurements must be put in to a mathematical model. The data might come from a direct 
measurement of the actual floor but it can also be approximated with known damping values 
from similar floor constructions.  
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Another aspect of floor vibration that is not in focus very often is the fact that the vibration 
response depends on the location in the room. If, for instant, a person stands somewhere along 
the main centre line of the floor presented in this paper, he would not get any sensation at all 
from the first torsion mode since its mode shape at that particular position possesses a nodal 
line with zero response. If the person stands in the exact centre point of the floor he will on 
the other hand percept maximum response amplitude of the fundamental frequency. At the 
centre point along one of the floor’s long sides, the contribution is high from both the 
fundamental mode and the first torsion ditto.  
A “worst case scenario”, i.e. the spot in which the highest summed vibration amplitude are 
obtained, is therefore often referred to when a floor’s vibration properties should be described. 

Design criteria for the future
Floor vibration and its perception is a really complex topic and from all the mentioned 
parameters that influence floor vibration it is easily concluded that a uniform floor vibration 
design criterion is a delicate issue. The fact is that at present no such design criterion exists 
but instead each country has its own design criterion within their building code. Until 
recently, ISO referred to a guideline including maximal level of floor vibration but it was 
withdrawn with the latest standard version [5]. ISO states that at present there is no meaning 
to prevent the previous guidelines due to too large mismatch in prediction. They inquire more 
research in the field in order to release a future more reliable criterion.
Although it certainly is of great interest to find a tool that predicts floor vibration with highest 
possible accuracy, it can not be neglected that at the same time the mathematical prediction 
model must not be too complicated. If so, the method will probably not find any major 
acceptance from its potential users – the engineers. Since it was shown that vibration 
perception is a function of numerous parameters there is indeed a contradiction between 
accuracy and simplicity when it comes to design criteria. Without doubt, more research in the 
field is needed in order to present the design criterion that handles all the complexity in a 
manageable way. 
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